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My honors thesis in Sociology & Anthropology is an ethnographic study of

five Arab-American bloggers and their posts about the Park51 Islamic Center in

New York City. Just as conservative, anti-Muslim activists blog to rally opposition to

Park51, Arab-Americans utilize this unregulated medium to voice their opinions

about the project and the uproar surrounding it. I focus on posts related to this

project specifically, because they offer unique insight into the ways in which

identity tropes are created, reinforced, negotiated, and negated in online

discourses.
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Introduction

The ParkSl / "Ground Zero Mosque" Debate

Lss than two weeks after beginning my research during the summer of

2010, a debate erupted over plans to build an Islamic cultural center two blocks

from Ground Zero, the site of the September 11 attacks in New York City. The con

troversy over Park51 began on the Internet. With a blog as her pulpit,

ultra-conservative anti-Muslim activist Pamela Geller launched a campaign of fear,

in which she exploited the many Americans' deep-seated fears and insecurities

about Arabs and the religion of Islam in order to incite public outcry against this

project. Geller's vendetta was monumentally successful in garnering the attention

of the American mass media-so much so that the Religion Newswriters' Associa-

tion named the Park51 controversy "the top religion story of 2010" and Imam Feisal

Abdul Rauf, one of the project's sponsors, the "top newsmaker of 2010" (Burke

2011; Elliott 2010)1 For months, everyone in the United States-from the relatives

of 9/11 victims to politicians, celebrities to veterans, interfaith activists to white

supremecists -seemed to have an opinion about its construction. Of greatest inter-

est to me were Arab-Americans who added their voices to this debate within the

Blogosphere.

My honors thesis in Sociology & Anthropology is an ethnographic study of

five Arab-American bloggers and their posts about Park 51. Just as conservative,

anti-Muslim activists blog to rally opposition to Park51,Arab-Americans utilize this

1 By mid-August 2010, only sixteen percent of Americans reported no knowledge of the debate,
according to a poll administered by The Economist and YouGov Polimetrix (EconomistIYouGov 2010).
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unregulated medium to voice their opinions about the project and the uproar sur

rounding it. I focus on posts related to this project specifically, because they offer

unique insight into the ways in which identity tropes are created, reinforced, nego

tiated, and negated in online discourses.

Identity in "the Electronic, Postmodern World"

Over thirty years ago, renowned Arab-American scholar Edward Said warned his

readers to be wary of mass media. "One aspect of the electronic, postmodern

world," Said wrote, "is that there has been a reinforcement of the stereotypes by

which the Orient is viewed" (Said [1978] 1994,26) Stereotypical depictions of the

Middle East and its people still taint the ways in which the United States as a polity

imagines "the Orient." However, digital media have complicated the dynamics of

representation significantly over the past decade. The Internet has successfully

opened up new channels of communication that bypass the "gatekeeping and fil

tering mechanisms" (Coleman & Ross 2010, 45) of traditional media. Today, Arab

Americans and a plethora of other previously silenced groups flock to the Inter

net- "where ideas, issues, and dilemmas relevant to anyone and everyone can

circulate over time" (Coleman & Ross 2010, 25)-in order to contribute their voices

to the discourses of our "electronic, postmodern world." Of all computer-mediated

communication, blogs are in many ways the most "conducive to public expression,

contestation, and synthesis of ideas" (Etling et al. 2009, 46).

Although the Internet complicates the mass media's hegemonic control over

knowledge production, online discourses are often limited by the structural

inequalities inherent in this medium. Far from the egalitarian, equalizing, identity

free realm that many hoped it would be, the Internet has developed into a "social

world" rife with many of the same asymmetries of power that structure societies

offline. As a result of its duality, the Internet has become a locus of "the political

struggle to contest the meanings of race, racism, and civil rights" (Daniels 2009, 3).
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Internet users worldwide engage in the social construction of identities as partici

pants in this "struggle," whether they are passive browsers or active creators of

online content.

I will focus my research on the role that the Internet plays in identification

and identity construction. Stuart Hall writes, "identity is formed in the 'interaction'

between self and society" (Hall 1996a, 597). I will ask: how, then, is identity

produced through this dialectic, which Stuart Hall describes as, "the gap between

the 'inside' and the 'outside' -between the personal and the public worlds" (Hall

1996a,597)? How do individuals use public means of expression, such as blogs, to

negotiate identifications? What aspects of their identies and which allegiances do

they assert in virtual "public" spheres such as blogs? In what ways are these identi

ties then dispersed, challenged, or altered? I will use discourse analysis on blog

posts as a tool to answer these important questions (Myers 2010; Bale 2010; Cole

man & Ross 2010; Hussein 2009; Etling et al. 2009; Daniels 2009; Maratea 2008;

Witteborn 2007; Salama 2007; Polletta & Lee 2006; Saloom 2005; Auer 2005; Schu

mann 2004; Nakamura 2002; Bailey [1996] 2001)

Why study Arab-Americans?

I was inspired to study Arab-Americans because of the relative dearth of academic

research on the community (Aoude 2006; Saloom 2005; et al.). In spite of the rich

history of Arab immigration to the United States, a paltry number of academic

studies have been performed on the experiences of Arab-Americans within the

United States. Moreover, a large majority of these works have been written by Arab

American academics. Although the number of scholars interested in and publish

ing on this topic has risen dramatically since 9/11, a disparity remains between the

amount of media coverage Arab-Americans receive and academic research devoted

to them; the absence of critical analysis, complimented by negative imagery and

strained relations between the U.S. and many Arab governments, has engendered



ignorance about these communities and the reality of the threat they pose to Unit-

ed States.

I chose to study Arab-American bloggers, because I am fascinated by the

publicness of the Blogosphere. The presence of an audience (or at least the possi

bility of one) influences both the style and the content of these discourses.

Negotiating their identities in front of an audience is uniquely performative, yet not

necessarily in a way that makes the content of these discourses any less authentic:

As a minority in the United States, Arab-Americans feel
that the mass media misrepresent their culture, heritage,
and religion. Therefore, they think about ways to
influence the American public sphere in order to correct
this false image (Schumann 2004, 307)

Of particular relevance to this point is Francesca Polletta and John Lee's 2006 arti

cle "Is Telling Stories Good for Democracy? Rhetoric in Public Deliberation after

9/11," which highlights the power of personal narrative in online claims-making

(Polletta & Lee 2006). By posting on blogs about the building of the Park51 Islamic

Center in New York, Arab-American bloggers are able to contribute their personal

views and experiences to these dialogues. Although the medium of the Blogos-

phere is specific and differs in many ways from other sources on the Internet, the

question of publicness is crucial to any interpretation of these texts.

Methods of Inquiry

Now that I have established the topic of my thesis, I will explain my methodology,

which is a combination of historical analysis, social theory, new media theory, and

discourse analysis. I will use a combination of secondary academic sources, theo-

ry-based texts, and primary texts from the Blogosphere as the basis for my

research.



(Critical) Discourse Analysis & Internet Theory

I opted to use discourse analysis in my thesis, because I believe that language can

be an extremely important element of identity, especially within diasporic, im

migrant, or minority communities. As James Paul Gee writes, "since different

identities and activities are enacted in an through language, the study of language

is integrally connected to matters of equity and justice" (Gee 2010, 30). This state

ment is particularly astute in to relation to online discourses. The language of the

Blogosphere differs from language used in other settings and social interactions,

and academics and non-academics have theorized about these differences since

the advent of the Internet. These debates have grown increasingly important over

the past decade due to the rapid growth and mass popularization of the Internet,

and the Blogosphere specifically, as a means of communication and source for in

formation gathering. As I will explain in my third chapter, bloggers utilize unique

discourses that are attributable in large part to the (Blogo)sphere within which

these texts exist. Accordingly, the theories I employ in my analysis are largely tai

10red to the specific locality of the texts I am researching.

In order to begin my analysis of these blog posts, I first needed to under

stand the context within which they were produced and what, if any, influence this

locality might have upon their language. I found many of my early sources from a

close friend who happened to be reading about identity construction on the Inter

net for a class. On his recommendation, I read Sherry Turkle's Lift on the Screen:

Identity in the Age a/the Internet, Scott Rosenberg's Say Ererything: How Blogging

Began, What it's Becoming, and Why it Matters, and several articles from David

Trend's new media reader Reading Digital Culture. These readings provided me with

the background knowledge necessary for me to begin analyzing the social and cul

tural significance of the Internet in contemporary discourse. The next stage of my

reading focused on the production of identity on the Internet. Particularly relevant
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and useful works include Lisa Nakamura's Cybertypes: Race, Ethnicity, andIdentity on

the Internet, Cameron Bailey's '''Virtual Skin': Articulating Race in Cyberspace," and

Ahlam Muhtaseb and Lawrence R. Frey's "Arab-Americans' Motives for Using the

Internet as a Functional Media Alternative and Their Perceptions of U.S. Public

Opinion," all of which I will explore in the third chapter.

In addition to my need to comprehend the context for these blog posts, I also

needed to construct a methodology to analyze their content. I began by reading

Language & Symbolic Meaning by Pierre Bourdieu and the third and most recent

edition of An Introduction to Discourse Analysis: Theory and Method by James Paul

Gee. These two works gave me useful frameworks for thinking about language and

discourse, while Greg Myers' The Discourse o/Blogs & Wikis provided me with ana

lytical tools unique to this genre of text.

Social Problem Construction, Claims-Making, and Identity

One question kept returning throughout my research: why do people chose to

blog? The texts mentioned thus far answer this question in part; I did not fully

comprehend the appeal of the Blogosphere until I encountered the idea of social

problem construction. This theory transformed my understanding of blogs and of

the power of this space for citizen claims-making. In their article entitled "The Rise

and Fall of Social Problems: A Public Arenas Model," Stephen Hilgartner and

Charles L. Bosk describe the processes that must be undertaken in order for is

sues, or "social problems," to garner media attention (Hilgartner & Bosk 1988). In

his article "The e-Rise and Fall of Social Problems: The Blogosphere as a Public

Arena," Ray Maratea applies the claims-making processes described by Hilgartner

and Bosk to the Blogosphere and looks at how problems are constructed and pro

moted online. Maratea contends that certain attributes of blogs make them

particularly conducive to social problem construction. I will go into greater detail

about his claims in third chapter, but suffice it to say that ease of access, speed of
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transmission, and lack of regulation are among the most significant characteristics,

in Maratea's mind, which define the Blogosphere and make is a safe and useful

space for citizen claims-making (Maratea 2008).

A Thesis Roadmap

In order to understand the identification of Arab-Americans in the contemporary

United States and the language and discourse they use to enact it, I must first pro-

vide a brief overview of the historical factors that have contributed to these

identities. In the second chapter, I will focus specifically on the history of Arab im

migration to the United States, the status of Arabs in the United Status, and US

foreign policy in the Arab World. My third chapter fleshes out relevant theories and

literature that have influenced my analyses. In my forth chapter, I will analyze the

blog posts of two Arab-American men, Jamil Shawwa and Hussein Ibish. In chap

ter five, I will contrast the English posts of the previous bloggers with the bilingual

texts of bloggers Mona Eltabawy and Hisham Najjar and discuss the important role

that language plays in the construction of these discourses.

(":;\ The History of Arabs in America:o From the 19th Century to Present

In order to contextualize my research on the role that digital media plays in

the construction of Arab-American identities today, I must situate my analysis

within a broad historical framework. Both internal and external forces construct

and inform group identities and identifications (Brubaker & Cooper 2000; Jenkins

2008; Hall & du Gay 1996; Mead 1934) Accordingly, I must be familiar with the

complex histories of Arabs within the United States before I can begin to explore

contemporary understandings of what it means to be Arab-American. A complete

history of the Arab people and of the numerous encounters between the United



States and the Arab World is beyond the scope of this thesis 1 Instead, this chapter

will focus on the history ofArab immigration to the United States and on their fre-

quentIy shifting status within American society to probe how these experiences

and histories have contributed to the internal and external identifications of

Arab-Americans today.

Arab Immigration to the United States: A Brief History

The timeline of Arab immigration to North America dates back to the nineteenth

century. However, the history of engagement between the Arab World and what is

now the United States extends back as far as the 15th century, when some scholars

believe that Arab traders accompanied Spanish fleets to the New World. Small

numbers traveled from the Arab World to the United States between the 1500s and

the 1850s; however, Arabs did not immigrate in large numbers until the late 1870s

(Faragallah et aL 1997, 182; Shakir 1997,20; Kayyali 2006, 26-7; Marvasti & McK

inney 2004, 1-5). From 1870 up to the present, people have emigrated from the

Arab World to the United States in three main waves: the First Wave (1880-1924),

the Second Wave (1925-1965), and the Third Wave (1965-present)

The First Wave (1875-1924)

During the First Wave of Arab immigration to the United States, between 1875 and

1925, approximately 100,000 individuals immigrated to the United States from the

Levant region, known at the time as Greater Syria. The majority of these im

migrants arrived from a region formerly known as Mount Lebanon (in Arabicjabal

1 From this point forward, I will refer to the twenty-five countries and territories of the Middle East and
North Africa where Arabic is the primary language as the Arab World. This designation is common in
academic studies of the region, because of its (relative) specificity. Often, the geographic area referred to
as "the Middle/Near East" is said to include countries that do not have an Arab majority (namely Iran,
Turkey, and Afghanistan). By using the term "the Arab World," I am therefore referring to a specific bloc
of countries, grouped together not on the basis of geographical locale necessarily but rather on the basis
of their shared language.
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lubnan, 0l...:.....;-J ~), an area that is now governed by the modern nation-states of

Lebanon and Syria; however, some scholars believe that around ten percent of

First Wave immigrants originated in Palestine. Until 1899, immigrants from Greater

Syria were classified as Turkish by U.S. immigration officials, because they traveled

to the United States on Turkish passports (Marvasti & McKinney 2004, 4n17, xx; Sa

loom 2006, 62; David 2007, 836). In 1900, the government began to classify First

Wave immigrants as Syrians instead of Turks, largely because this was how the im

migrants self-identified. In keeping with many other scholars of Arab-American

history, I will henceforth refer to immigrants from the First Wave as Syrians and to

immigrants from the Second and Third Waves as Arabs (Naff 1993, 112; Kayyali

2006,28; Shakir 1997,20-3; Saliba 1983, 31; Saloom 2006, 60)

The very first Syrians to make the voyage to the United States were young,

unmarried men from poor, rural families, followed by wealthy bachelors from cities

such as Amman, Aleppo (Halab), Damascus, and Beirut. Both groups traveled to the

United States as sojourners. These men did not intend for their migration to be

permanent; most planned to work abroad until they had accumulated sufficient

profit to return to Greater Syria. A large proportion of First Wave immigrants did

eventually return home; but, a sizable number did not. The decision of these im

migrants to settle permanently inspired a new, more diverse generation of Syrians

to make the voyage from Greater Syria to the United States. Namely, Syrian

women, previously left behind by suitors, family members, or husbands, traveled to

the U.S. to support the male immigrant population. By the turn of the twentieth

century, one in every three Syrian immigrants was female (Kayyali 2006, 28-31;

Gualtieri 2009, 33; Naff 1994, 20-26; Shakir 1997, 20-28; Khalaf 1987, 22; Haddad

1983,65-66; Suleiman 1987,37-54; Smith & Edmonston 1997, 52-53; Ahdab-Yehya

1983,154)

Scholars have put forth a number of theories to explain the initial exodus

from Greater Syria. Some have hypothesize that the First Wave of immigration was



the result of an economic downturn in the region. For the better part of the nine

teenth century, Greater Syria (specifically Mount Lebanon) was extremely

prosperous due to a thriving silk industry. However, during the 1880s, new trade

routes opened connecting Europe to parts of East Asia, where silk was less expen

sive and of higher quality than the Syrian variety. As a consequence, the silk

industry of Greater Syria was quickly demolished and unemployment became ram

pant in the region, problems that were exacerbated by massive population growth

and interior migration. This economic depression coincided with a period of

growth within the United States. Many American industries were in need of labor,

and Syrians were drawn to the U.S. to fill these positions. For example, some im

migrants came to the United States to work in mills and textile factories in the

Northeast, and many moved to Michigan to work for Ford automotive plants

(Shakir 1997,46-47; Gualtieri 2009, 48-50; Naff 1994, 22-24)

Another possible explanation for the First Wave of immigration is that social

forces impelled certain groups-namely Arab Christians-to emigrate. Societal

pressures are called into question for several reasons, the most obvious of which

being the extraordinarily high proportion of First Wave immigrants who were

Christians. Between ninety and ninety five percent of First Wave immigrants

identified as Christian (Greek Orthodox, Protestant, Maronite, or Greek Catholic);

the remaining five-to-ten percent were Muslim (Sunni and Shi'a) and Druze

(Kayyali 2006, 28; Naff 1993,3,112; Seikaly 1999,25). Some researchers offer these

statistics as proof that the religious persecution of Christians in the Middle East

triggered their emigration. Supporters of this argument provide the Lebanese civil

war of 1860, during which thousands of Christians were murdered and displaced

from their villages during attacks by Druze and Muslim Syrians, as proof of the

region's intolerance (Kayyali 2006, 5; Saliba 1983, 37 -38)

Whether or not the emigration of Christians from Greater Syria was pro

voked by structural inequalities derived from religion is hotly debated. Critics of
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this argument suggest a number of pull factors that may explain why immigration

held greater appeal to Christians than others, for example, the desire to live in a

Christian-majority country. Researchers suggest that Syrian Christians felt a kin

ship with Americans because of their shared faith and were thus more likely to

venture to the United States than non-Christians. Additionally, some scholars have

provided evidence that the U.S. government actively constructed the demographics

of the First Wave of immigrants by granting visas to Christian applicants with

much greater frequency than to non-Christians due to institutionalized prejudice

toward Muslims and the other non-Christian minorities of the region (McCarus

1997,24; Naff 1993, 26-29; Kayyali 2006, 28-29) However, the majority of scholars

believe that these patterns of immigration can (and should) be explained by eco

nomic factors. Christians emigrated in larger numbers than their Muslim

compatriots because they had greater resources, on average, and could thus afford

to do so (Gualtieri 2009, 33; Shakir 1997,24-25; Naff 1994, 24-25) The one main ex

ception occurred toward the end of the First Wave. During this time, Christian and

Druze men left Syria in droves to avoid mandatory service in the Ottoman army,

which, starting in 1908, drafted males from minority religions to serve on the front

lines (Kayyali 2006, 30-31; Shakir1997, 28).

Finally, research on Arab immigration to the United States has suggested a

connection between the presence of Americans in Greater Syria and Syrians'

choice to immigrate to the United States. Syrians during this era became familiar

with "American" culture via interactions with academics, artists, authors, religious

scholars, archaeologists, and missionaries who had ventured to the region. Many

scholars agree that the missionaries inspired Syrians' emigration to the United

States more than any of the other American travelers (Shakir 1997, 23; Suleiman

1987,36; Boosahda 2003, 5-6). These missionaries were Presbyterians from Massa

chusetts and other parts of New England who arrived with the intention of

converting Muslim Syrians to Christianity. Largely unsuccessful in this endeavor,
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the missionaries turned their attention to the establishment of various social and

educational organizations that ushered them into Syrians' good graces. They

founded the American University of Beirut (originally opened in 1866 as the Syrian

Protestant College), an important printing press, and a large number of primary

and secondary schools modeled after an "American" method of education:

"Though the American missionaries seem not to have explicitly encouraged emi

gration, ... in themselves and through their textbooks and curriculum they helped

plant the United States in the imaginations of thousands of people throughout

Syria" (Shakir 1997, 23). These missionaries inspired emigration even though they

may not have intended to do so (Suleiman 1987,36; Boosahda 2003, 5-6).

The Second Wave: 1925-1965

The First Wave of immigration came to an abrupt halt in the mid-1920s as a conse

quence of the U.S. government's adoption of new legislation restricting

immigration from countries outside of Western Europe. Whereas earlier policies

targeted immigrants from East Asia and were generally lenient toward other

groups, the Quota Act of 1921 and the Johnson-Reed Immigration Act in 1924 es

tablished quotas for all non-European immigrants. During the First Wave as many

as mne thousand Syrians entered the country annually. This new legislation

reduced the number of visas allocated to residents of Greater Syria to several

hundred, excluding the family members of already naturalized Syrians (Kayyali

2006,23-31; Samhan 1999,211)

In the 1950s and 1960s, immigration from the Arab World swelled once again.

During these two decades, the few visas allocated to immigrants from the Arab

World went primarily to Arab elite traveling to the U.S. to pursue higher education.

The resurgence of Arab immigration was the result not of changes in immigration

policy but rather of turmoil in the Arab World that forced the United States to ac

cept Arab refugees and asylees on top of their established quota. These immigrants
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were classified as refugees according to the Refugee Relief Act, passed by the U.S.

Congress in 1953, and were therefore exempt from the quotas restricting other im

migration from the Arab World (Ameri & Ramey 2000, 43, cited in Kayyali 2006, 32)

Many refugees fled to the United States to escape the social, political, or economic

turmoil that erupted post-World War II in Iraq, Egypt, and Palestine. Nearly 6,000

socially and economically disenfranchised Palestinians emigrated during the latter

half of the Second Wave as the result of displacement and other political and civil

unrest resulting from the creation of the state of Israel. This group of immigrants

assimilated with ease, and "two-thirds of them married U.S. citizens" (Haddad 1994,

74; Kayyali 2006, 31-32)

The Third Wave: 1965-Present

Emigration from the Arab World did not come to a complete standstill during the

Second Wave; however, large-scale immigration from the Arab World did not begin

again until the Third Wave. The Third Wave began with the passing of the Immigra

tion Act of 1965, which replaced the quotas outlined in the Immigration Act of

1924 and instituted an annual quota of 170 thousand in its place After the abolish

ment of the earlier restrictions, between fourteen and sixteen thousand Arab

immigrants arrive in the United States each year. In the years 1965 through 2000

alone, nearly 630,000 Arabs immigrated to the United States. Three times as many

people have arrived in the United States during the Third Wave as did during the

First Wave (Kayyali 2006, 24-33; Samhan 1999,212; Orfalea 1988, 315-316; Cainkar

2009,82; Faragallah et al. 1997,182)

Civil, political, and economic unrest has been the largest cause ofThird Wave

immigration. For example, Palestinians, Iraqis, and Lebanese have fled their home

lands in search of peace and prosperity in the United States, and Egyptians and

Syrians have emigrated to escape politically-repressive regimes and growing reli

gious radicalism. Even when these immigrants are not arriving as refugees under
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the auspices of the law, they often leave the Arab World as a result of unrest. For

example, a number of Palestinian and Yemeni migrant workers who were deported

from the Arab Gulf during the GulfWar have traveled to the U.S. in search of em

ployment. Other immigrants travel to the United States with the hope that they

will find greater opportunities there than are available in this region. Many im-

migrants from the Arab World travel to the United States to pursue higher

education, more lucrative employment, and opportunities for "career advancement"

(Kayyali 2006, 34). These immigrants are largely wealthy members of the elite in

their countries of origin and arrive in the United States with a high level of educa

tion, skill, or expertise. However, on the whole, the Third Wave is far more

demographically diverse than the first two waves of immigration and come from a

much wider and larger array of countries. Unlike earlier groups, the majority (60%)

of Third Wave immigrants identify as Muslim. Nonetheless, the Arab-American

community remains predominantly Christian (Shakir 1997, 84; Kayyali 2006, 33-35;

Suleiman 1999, 9b)

Race, Religion, and the Construction of
an Arab-American Identity

Prejudice before Sept. 11th: Orientalism, or Occidental
Imaginings of"The Arabs"

Discrimination against Arabs and Muslims has risen drastically since the terrorist

attacks of September 11,2001. However, the attribution of all anti-Arab, anti-Mus-

lim sentiment within the United States to this singular event is not only inaccurate

but also naive. In reality, the roots of prejudice against these groups run deep. Both

Arabs and Muslims have experienced periodic victimization throughout history

(Jones 2001; Jamal & Naber 2008; Said [1978] 1994; Cainkar 2008; Cainkar 2009;

Kayyali 2006; Maalouf 2001; McCarus 1994; Abraham & Abraham 1983; Boosahda

2003; Mamdani 2004; Orfalea 1988; Marvasti & McKinney 2004; Naff 1983, 1993,
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1994; Rouchdy 2001, and many others) 2 This statement is the backbone of one of

the most widely-read books on the topic of Arab-Western relations-Edward

Said's Orientalism.

In this pivotal work, Edward Said asserts that Arabs face more prejudice and

are scrutinized with more vigor and fewer consequences than any other group in

the West: "For no other ethnic or religious group is it true that virtually anything

can be written or said about it, without challenge or demurral" (Said [1978] 1994,

287). The origins of this deep-seated anti-Arab bias lie within what Said describes

as OrientaIism, the political ideology and scholarly discipline that reified "the Ori-

ent" as an entity, both as a region and a people. Orientalism is responsible for the

popular belief that the East-specifically the Middle East and the Arab World-ex-

ists not only as a concrete, definable entity, but as a civilization exemplary of

everything that the West opposes. Western superpowers, Said claims, have strategi

cally fostered this imaginary Orient in their quest for global dominance: "European

culture gained in strength and identity by setting itself off against the Orient as a

sort of surrogate and even underground self" (Said [1978] 1994, 3). This purported

East-West dichotomy, and the idioms that signify and reinforce it, is the product of

the West's need to create a vocabulary for dominance (Said [1978] 1994,5):

Orientalism was ultimately a political vision of reality whose
structure promoted the difference between the familiar
(Europe, the West, 'us') and the strange (the Orient, the East,
'them') (Said [1978] 1994,43)

The entire discourse of OrientaIism, Said argues, is a discourse of power. In order

to assert its own power and authority, the West ("the Occident") needed to create

something with which it could define itself in opposition.

One reason that Orientalism continues to be read in classrooms around the

world is that Said's thesis still resonates. To this day, many common discourses

paint Arabs as incompatible with the culture, mores, and norms of the United

2 See references cited for more sources on this topic.



States: "standardization and cultural stereotyping have intensified the hold of the

nineteenth-century academic and imaginative demonology of 'the mysterious Ori

ent''' (Said [1978] 1994, 26). This image of Arabs is often supported by texts - both

academic and otherwise-that rely upon a rhetoric that Mahmood Mamdani refers

to as "Culture Talk": "Culture Talk assumes that every culture has a tangible essence

that defines it, and it then explains politics as a consequence of that essence"

(Mamdani 2004, 17). "Culture Talk" views culture as a static, ossified collection of

qualities that differentiate groups from each other. Mamdani recognizes two prima

ry strands of "Culture Talk": the first "thinks of premodern peoples as those who

are not yet modern," and the second" depicts the premodern as also the antimod

ern" (both: Mamdani 2004, 18). The second, more ominous version of "Culture Talk"

is the narrative employed in most Western depictions of Arabs, Muslims, and the

Middle East (or "the Orient") (Said [1978] 1994,287)

This "othering," the result of "Culture Talk," has many deleterious effects.

Negative stereotyping is harmful to "domestic populations" (Stockton 1994, 149),

e.g. the enactment of misinformed policies or of domestic and international poli

cies that would be "unacceptable" in its absence (Stockton 1994, 149). Likewise,

"Culture Talk" creates "a process of self-denial and mutual dehumanization"

(Stockton 1994, 150) and establishes an us-versus-them mindset pits Arabs and oth

er Middle Easterners against U.S. citizens. This imagining constructs Arabs as the

embodiment of all that is antithetical in the "ideal" US citizen and does not allow

for people to envisage exceptions-individual or collective-to these rules (Stock

ton 1994)

Not Quite White: Racial Prerequisite Cases

As Orientalism proves, American prejudices against Arabs are ancient; yet, these

attitudes did not influence government policy regarding immigration from this re

gion until the early twentieth-century, forty years after the First Wave of Arab
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immigrants arrived in the United States. A number of important factors precipitat-

ed these major changes.

The first decade of the nineteenth century was the period of heaviest immi-

gration to the United States. During the years straddling the First World War, more

immigrants entered the US. annually than ever before-mostly from Southern and

Eastern Europe-and the majority intended to do so permanently. The trajectory

of Syrian immigration mimicked these patterns. Prior to WWI, the majority of Syr

ian immigrants settled in the US. only temporarily. In its aftermath, however, the

number of Syrian applicants for citizenship sky-rocketed. The government re-

sponded to this huge influx with the immigration acts of 1921 and 1924. These two

pieces of legislation forced the courts to adhere firmly to the United States Natu

ralization Law of March 26, 1790, commonly referred to as the Naturalization Act of

1790, which mandated individuals be either "a free white person," "of Mrican na

tivity," or "of African descent''' in order to be eligible for citizenship (US. House

1906,98; Gualtieri 2001, 52-53n2)

The racial classification of Syrian immigrants first became an issue with the

institution of these policies, which attempted to construct boundaries around

whiteness. The changes in immigration legislation reflected a growing tension be-

tween native and foreign-born populations, which stemmed from "new nativism"

(Gualtieri 2001, 32; Kayyali 2006, 23-24; Samhan 1999,211)

Anxieties over America's 'foreign element' intensified, and
nativists sharpened their rhetoric with demands for
restriction on immigration, and greater surveillance of the
foreign born. This reinvigorated nativism produced
elaborate theories of the contaminating effect of what was
called the 'new immigration' from Southern and Eastern
Europe (Gualtieri 2001, 32)

Nativists' "demands for restriction on immigration" forced the government to re-

consider its ideological standpoint regarding race. Specifically, nativists argued for

a less inclusive definition of whiteness, which they felt immigrant groups had

abused in order to obtain citizenship. The Naturalization Act of 1790 permitted the



naturalization of Africans and their descendants with little ambiguity yet failed to

offer any explanation of what constitutes whiteness. Consequently, immigrants fac

ing race- based discrimination fought for citizenship rights by claiming whiteness.

Citing Ian F. Haney Lopez, Sarah Gualtieri refers to these lawsuits as '''racial pre

requisite cases,'" "since they revolved around the question of whether or not the

applicant met the racial requirement of the naturalization statute" (Gualtieri 2001,

29)

Whereas the earliest racial prerequisite case was heard in 1878, the first case

to be brought by a Syrian occurred in 1909. As "new nativism" spread throughout

the United States so did the belief that the government had been overly permissive

in determining which immigrants were and were not eligible for citizenship ac

cording to the Naturalization Act of 1790. Consequently, Syrians who had

immigrated with relative ease faced barriers when pursuing naturalization. Al

though Syrians were not the first group to appeal to the judicial system in defense

of their citizenship rights, Costa George Najour, a Syrian man, was the first to do

successfully by "litigating his status as a 'white person'" (Gualtieri 2001, 31-32;

Haney Lopez [1996] 2006,48-49,68). After this initial success, the number of racial

prerequisite cases brought by Syrians rose dramatically. Between 1909 and 1923,

one third of all cases were brought by Syrians (Gualtieri 2001, 31-32).

These immigrants defended their whiteness a number of ways. In the begin

ning, many touted their Semitic roots as justification, under the claim that Semites

are Caucasian and thus racially white. They also highlighted the historical, reli

gious, and cultural contributions of the Semitic people to "Western" societies in

order to prove that Syrians, as members of a culturally-advanced civilization, could

easily assimilate into American society. Some immigrants raised the issue of legal

precedent: European Jews, Semitic peoples, were permitted to naturalize, so Syrian

Arabs should not be barred for their connection to the same race (Gualtieri 2001,

41-43). The success of these cases varied, as judges' ruled with "contradictory
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results and rationales" (Kayyali 2006, 49). Of the seven cases brought to the courts

between 1909 and 1923, only four defendants were granted citizenship (in 1909,

1910, and 1915), while three were not (in 1913 and 1914). In 1942, a Yemeni man

was denied citizenship when the judge determined that Arabians, as Arabs were

called at the time, were not white. In 1944, however, a judge ruled in favor of Arabi-

ans' whiteness (Haney Lopez [1996] 2006,163-167)

The difficulty that judges faced in determining what constitutes whiteness is

clear from the lack of cohesion among their decisions. For example, in 1910, Syrian

immigrant Tom Ellis' eligibility for citizenship was questioned on the grounds that

"he was not the right kind of white, that is, he did not descend from white Euro

peans" (Gualtieri 2001, 36, emphasis in original). In this circumstance, whiteness

was conflated with geography rather than race in isolation. In other words, even

when Arabs are recognized as white in the eyes of the law, their whiteness is always

contingent on other factors, such as physical appearance, religious identification,

class, and so on.

Arabs as Whites

In 1978, the U.S. government began officially classifying Arabs as white, a designa

tion that includes '''persons originating in Europe, the Middle East, and North

Africa'" (Naber 2008,7; via Samhan 1999,214). In reality, Arab-Americans of all re

ligions occupy a highly contested position in the racial hierarchy of the United

States. For example, U.S. law technically protects both Arab and Jewish Americans

from "discrimination against their ethnic heritage or religion" (Kayyali 2006, 54);

however, formally, both groups are categorized as white and thus receive few of the

benefits that minority designation can entail (Kayyali 2006, 54):

As neither white nor nonwhite, Arabs accrue neither the
benefits of whiteness nor the protections of minority
affirmative action. They feel this exclusion is unfair and
further indicates their subordinate status (Cainkar 2008,



68-69)

Perhaps unsurprisingly, many Americans-both Arab-American and otherwise

argue that this racial categorization is incongruous with the experiences of Arabs

in the U.S. The portrayal of Arabs by the media is often cited as exemplifying this

dichotomy. For example, many depictions portray Arabs as threatening to the Unit-

ed States. Ronald Stockton explains that these negative images are "rooted in a

core of hostile archetypes that our culture applies to those with whom it clashes"

(Stockton 1994, 120). Stockton notes several thematic stereotypes typical of depic-

tions of Arabs in Western media, namely: sexual depravity; creature analogies;

psychological and physiological traits; savage, anti-Western leaders "known for

ruthlessness, cruelty, deceit" (Stockton 1994, 141); a war of darkness against light;

deceit; and secret power. These stereotypes portray Arabs "with norms of life that

civilized Westerners cannot understand" (Stockton 1994, 142). Their morals are

depicted as, at best, at odds with the will ofWesterners; at worst, negative imagery

associates Arabs with "a pathological desire to destroy civilization or to cause ill for

humanity" (Stockton 1994, 143) - especially Western civilization.

Despite many stereotypes to the contrary, Arab immigrants and their descen

dants often look "white" and can thus blend into American society with greater

ease than many other minorities. Yet, when recognized as Arab (and therefore non-

white), Arab-Americans often face intense discrimination (Faragallah et al. 1997,

185-186). This fact elucidates the discrepancy between the official classification of

Arabs as members of a privileged white majority and the lived experience of this

identity, which frequently entails discrimination based (at least in part) on per-

ceived racial difference:

Far from being treated as 'white,' Middle Eastern Americans,
particularly those with darker skin tones (i.e., those who are
Middle Eastern looking), are considered a despised and
dangerous minority group (Marvasti Or McKinney 2004, xxi)

In spite of their official whiteness, Middle Eastern Americans generally, and Arab-
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Americans specifically, are often racialized to codify their other-ness. For example,

researchers have shown that Americans associate Arabs with a specific set of phe-

notypical attributes (and, at times, cultural symbols, such stereotypical clothing,

jewelry, et al.) These stereotypes can be attributed in large part to media represen-

tations of Arabs and Muslims. In their work on depictions of Arabs and Muslims in

the media, Peter Gottschalk and Gabriel Greenberg describe a variety of "racial

symbol[s] of Arab difference" (Gottschalk & Greenberg 2008, 70). In caricatures,

Arab men are shown with some or all of the following features: "furry eyebrows"

(Gottschalk & Greenberg 2008, 122); a "large, beaklike nose"; a "curved, broken

nose"; "facial hair"; and an "unkempt or disheveled" appearance indicating dirti-

ness or lack of hygiene (all un-cited: Gottschalk & Greenberg 2008, 70-71).

Interestingly, these differences are all rooted in specific physical traits that mark

Arabs as non-white (David 2007, 840; Sirin & Fine 2008,45).

Religious Identification among Arab-Americans:
the Intersection ofRace & Religion

Whether or not religion influenced Syrians' decision to leave the Middle East, reli

gious denomination has been an extremely important aspect of Arab immigrants'

identities in the United States (Boosahda 2003, 10; Gualtieri 2001, 41-42). From a

historical standpoint, the Ottoman Empire's millet system may explain why reli

gion is such a significant tool of identification in the Arab-American community.

Under the millet system, non-Muslims living in regions governed by the Ottoman

Empire were organized in confessional communities based upon religion. These

communities, called millets, were formed to protect the rights of religious minori-

ties. As long as each millet paid its taxes on time, its members were given the right

to self-govern in cases of personal law and were not required to adhere to Islamic

law, which governed Muslim citizens under Ottoman rule. Ottoman subjects

learned to identify themselves and others according to their belief system rather
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than their race as a result of this system (Haddad 1994, 63-64; Boosahda 2003, 5;

Gualtieri 2001,41-43)

First Wave immigrants continued to use religion rather than race-the classi

fication tool of choice in the United States-to determine difference upon

immigration. Sarah Gualtieri writes that religion maintained is relevance as a "tool

for drawing boundaries between us and them" (Gualtieri 2001, 42). Elizabeth

Boosahda observed similar trends among Arab immigrants in Worcester, Massachu

setts, who "maintained their specific localized identities as defined by their

religious sect" (Boosahda 2003, 18). Boosahda notes that prior to WWII Arab im

migrants of many denominations prayed together in the Syrian Orthodox Church

ofWorcester; however, "although they worshipped together, each group maintained

its own religious identity" (Boosahda 2003, 33). In addition to the historical expla-

nations, there are practical reasons why religious affiliation remains an extremely

important aspect ofArab immigrants' social structure and identities today.

Identities in Context

As within many other communities, religious identity is important for Arab-Ameri-

cans as a source of boundary creation and, therefore, inclusion and exclusion.

Studies have indicated that people privilege different identifications in different

settings. The choices that people make regarding which aspects of their identities

to emphasize at a given time, with a particular audience, and in a specific context,

can be extremely telling. In the specific case of Arab-Americans, the decision to

affiliate with a certain religion-for example, as Coptic-American rather than as an

Egyptian- or Arab-American-cannot be viewed in isolation from the social, politi-

cal, and historical genealogies that imbue this identity with meaning, both

internally and externally:

Expressing collective identities is an interactive process that
depends on the settings, audiences, and purposes of an
interaction and on speakers' beliefs about how interlocutors
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will respond to particular identifications (Witteborn 2007,
572)

How a person identifies can real reveals a great deal about how this person's self-

perception and how (and with whom) he or she wants to be identified.

Often, an Arab-American's decision to highlight one identity or affiliation

over another, whether conscious or otherwise, can be attributed to the varied levels

of discrimination afforded to each group. People generally agree that Arab-Ameri

can Muslims are more frequently the target of prejudice in the United States than

Arab-American Christians. One rationale for this difference in treatment is that it

is the product of Americans' anti-Muslim sentiments. The tendency among Arab

American Christians to identify according to religion is connected to their fear of

association with Muslims, especially in the post-9lll era (David 2007, 837; Nacos &

Torres-Reyna 2007,5-6; Witteborn 2007, 572; Read 2008; Suleiman 1999a).

Arab-American Christians, for example, often avoid this label in order to dis

tance themselves from their Arab heritage, which Americans tend to conflate with

Islam: "negative stereotypes of Muslims and Arabs have encouraged Christians to

dissociate from their ethnic heritage to avoid prejudice and discrimination" (Read

2008,308-309). When scholars of Arab-American history and culture joined togeth

er in 2003 to perform the Detroit Arab-American Study (DAAS)3, they found that

Muslim Arab-Americans in Dearborn and Detroit, Michigan were more likely to

identify as Arab-American than Christian Arab-Americans:

While 61 percent of Christians think the term describes
them accurately, only 45 percent of Iraqi Christians do.
Thirty percent of Christians from Lebanon, Syria, and Egypt
would prefer to be called something other than "Arab
American," Muslims, regardless of national origin, welcome
the term, with 82 percent saying it describes them (Baker et

3 The DAAS (2003) was a large-scale research project undertaken by academics from the University of
Michigan and other U.S. universities that examined "the impact of 9/11 on the Arab and Chaldean
population" (Baker & et al 2004, 2) and sought to broaden academic discourse on the racial
identification of Arab-Americans. The research team performed over one thousand interviews with
Arab-Americans in Michigan to probe "how 'race,' 'ancestry,' and 'identity' are understood" by these
individuals (Shryock 2008, 86).
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aJ. 2004, 15)

Arab-American Christians fear of association with Muslims is hardly new, as one

can see in the racial prerequisite cases discussed previously. In another example,

many immigrants elected to identify as Lebanese rather than as Syrian or Arab af

ter Lebanon gained independence in 1943,: "to be Arab meant to be Muslim, while

the Lebanese were Christians (and therefore not Arab)" (David 2007, 842). Identifi

cation as Lebanese was, for these immigrants, a way of distinguishing themselves as

Christians, because of the prominence of Christianity in Lebanon in comparison

with Syria (David 2007, 836-7, 841-43)

"Arab" is not a synonymfor "Muslim"

Although Arab-Americans comprise only a small percentage of the world's, and the

United State's, Muslim population, the people of the U.S. tend to conflate these two

identities. Peter Gottschalk and Gabriel Greenberg found that the majority of

Americans believe that the Middle East (which, I must note, includes Turkey and

Iran, two non-Arab nations) is the locus of the world's Muslim population (Saloom

2005, 57). In reality, only twenty percent of Muslims worldwide identify as Arab

(Gottschalk & Greenberg 2008,69). Likewise, the Muslim population in the United

States reflects the global diversity of the Muslim umma (nation/community of be

lievers): Muslim-Americans have emigrated from over one hundred countries.

Today, a mere quarter of American Muslims are of Arab origin. Approximately thir

ty percent of Muslims in the United States are South Asian, around twenty-five

percent are Mrican American Muslims, and the remaining twenty percent is too

diverse for a singular regional (or other) categorization (Zogby et al 2004; Sirin &

Fine 2008, 44; Hasan 2002, 21). I include these population statistics to emphasize

that Arabs are but one cadre of the global Muslim community, and a small (though

not insignificant) one at that. Nonetheless, these two distinct (and not necessarily

overlapping) identities are often considered synonymous within the United States.



As a result, Arab-Americans, Muslim or otherwise, often bear the brunt of

Islamophobia.

As an example, sixty two percent (62%) of Arab-American Muslims reported

experience with discrimination compared with thirty five percent (35%) of Arab-

American Christians in the Arab American Institute's 2010 report on identity and

voting trends, (Zogby 2010a, 3): "Muslims, across the board, experience higher lev

els of discrimination than do their Christian counterparts" (Read 2008, 315-316).

When scholars of Arab-American history and culture joined together in 2003 to

perform the Detroit Arab-American Study (DAAS)', they found that, "forty-two

percent of Muslim Arabs feel that their religion is not respected by mainstream so-

ciety, while only 11 percent of Christian Arabs and Chaldeans feel the same" (Baker

et al. 2004, 19). Likewise, FaragaIlah, Schumm, and Webb found that Muslim partic

ipants "reported considerably less satisfaction with life in the United States" than

Christian participants in their study (Faragallah et al. 1997,192).

When fearful of stigmatization or exclusion, Arab-American Christians have

historically called upon their religion to distance themselves from Muslims in the

United States: "Christian Arab-Americans are able to use their religious identity as

a bridge to the cultural mainstream" (Read 2008, 315-316). In the racial prerequisite

cases, for example, Syrian Christians often invoked religion to justify their right to

citizenship. They equated Christianity with whiteness by using it as a symbol of

their connection to the American people and their distance and distinction from

Muslims (Gualtieri 2001, 41-43). In many ways, this defense was racial. Unlike

Arabs, Muslims have been a consistent presence in the U.S. since the beginning of

the slave trade. Between fourteen and thirty percent of all African slaves are be

lieved to have been Muslim. Although the majority of slaves were forced to convert

4 The DAAS (2003) was a large-scale research project undertaken by academics from the University of
Michigan and other U.S. universities that examined "the impact of 9/11 on the Arab and Chaldean
population" (Baker & et al 2004, 2) and sought to broaden academic discourse on the racial
identification of Arab-Americans. The research team performed over one thousand interviews with
Arab-Americans in Michigan to probe "how 'race,' 'ancestry,' and 'identity' are understood" by these
individuals (Shryock 2008, 86).
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to Christianity and were prohibited from any other religious practice upon arrival

in the U.S., many Americans considered the slaves' heretical pasts exemplary of

their difference and, crucially, of their inferiority. By associating Christianity with

whiteness, Syrian defendants in these cases helped to reify the belief that faith and

race are interconnected (Kayyali 2006, 49-50; Gottschalk & Greenberg 2008,30-33;

Hasan 2002, 17-21; via Marvasti & McKinney 2004, 33n2-3; see also: Gualtieri 2009).

Arab-American Christians' faith does not, and has not, always protected

them from intolerance. They are not immune to the prejudices that plague

non-Christian Arabs in the United States (Conklin & Faires 1987,77). For example,

in spite of the fact that Protestant Arabs from Greater Syria were often members of

English-language churches "known locally as the English church in Palestine and

Jordan and the American church in Syria and Lebanon" prior to emigration, these

immigrants rarely joined native churches upon arrival in the United States (Had-

dad 1994, 72). Instead, immigrants established their own churches according to the

brand of Protestantism they had practiced in the Middle East (Haddad 1994, 72-73).

Similarly, a number of "ethnic churches" have been formed in the later part of the

20th century:

The influx of Palestinian and Jordanian Episcopalians and
Lutherans after the 1948 and 1967 expulsions by Israel, of
the Evangelical (Presbyterian) Copts from Egypt since the
1970s, of Lebanese Presbyterians from Syria and Lebanon
since 1975, and of Evangelical and Episcopal Iranians since
1979 has led to the establishment of a number of ethnic
churches (Haddad 1994,73)

Haddad explains that these congregations were formed to serve the needs of Arab

immigrants, whose practices and beliefs might be "considered to be too evangelical

for the mainline churches" (both Haddad 1994, 73). However, she also attributes

this segregation to the racist attitudes of some Americans toward Arab Christians 

whose faith alone could not erase some Americans' entrenched prejudice toward

Arabs (Haddad 1994,73)

In sum, both groups face a certain degree of marginalization as a result of
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racism; yet, Arab-American Muslims face additional burdens as members of a fre

quently vilified religious minority in the United States.

Toward an Unified Arab-American Identity

To this day, religious denomination informs the identities ofArabs both within and

outside of the Middle East. Nevertheless, the collapse of the Ottoman Empire also

introduced a new source of identity: national allegiance. However, even prior to the

creation of modem Arab nation-states, Arabs looked to their region, city, tribe, or

village of origin as an important basis of identity (Haddad 1994,79; Boosahda 2003,

18,107; Maalouf2001, 80; David 2007, 837-38)

Ibrahim Aoude suggests that fundamentalist Christian beliefs about the

"promised land" of Israel have influenced Americans' feelings toward Arabs, whom

they believe unjustly co-opted this Holy Land from its rightful inhabitants, Chris

tians and Jews. This ideology has been further complicated since the creation of

the state of Israel. Aoude contends that Arab-Americans are marginalized in U.S.

society, as a result of the U.S. government's ongoing support for Israel and antago

nistic relations with the majority of the surrounding Arab nations (Aoude 2006).

After World War II, the United States became increasingly critical of many Arab

states and their refusal to acknowledge the legitimacy of the newly formed state of

Israel. As a result, Arabs in the United States began to face new levels of discrim

ination that reflected the growing political tensions between the U.S. and the Arab

World "including widespread American support of Zionist aspirations, suspicion of

pan Arab ideals and resentment toward the oil-rich Arab Gulf states" (Gualtieri

2001,51). AIixa Naff suggests that "watching Arabs suffer ridicule and condemna

tion in the American media and in Congress" contributed to the community's

adoption of a unified Arab-American identity (Naff 1983,90).

Beginning in the 1950s and 1960s, Americans of Arab descent were in

troduced to the idea of pan-Arabism, and "Arab nationalism emerged as a



framework for resisting European colonization and intervention in the Arab re

gion" (Naber 2008,7; Samhan 1999,216; Naff 1993, 2; David 2007, 847-849) These

political tensions, Arab nationalist ideology, the Civil Rights movement and in

creased immigration from the Arab World all inspired Arab-Americans' interest in

their "native" culture, heritage, and their unique position within the U.S. (Majaj

2008) and likely stirred conversation among immigrants of Arab origin about eth

nicity and their own marginalization in the United States. However, the vast

majority of scholars on Arab-Americans agree that the 1967 Arab-Israeli war was a

turning point in the history of Arab-American identification (Shryock 2008, 95;

Haddad 1994, 79-81; Shryock 2008, 95; Suleiman 1999a)

After the 1967 war, newly-formed Arab states sought power and legitimacy

through solidarity, with other Middle Eastern nations and with an Arab identity

that surpassed national allegiances (David 2007, 847-849; Naber 2008, 7). Conse

quently, Arab-Americans began to embrace a pan-ethnic, religiously ambiguous

Arab identity based on language and region of origin "as a public alternative to

older national, sectarian, and village-based identities" (Shryock 2008, 95). In the

post-war era, the assertion of an Arab identity was political for some Arab-Ameri

cans, an active stance against the Zionist entity and the United States' support for

Israel (David 2007, 10-13). For others, identifying as Arab-American was a demon

stration of pride and solidarity with the Arab people and not necessarily their

governments (Schumann 2004; Witteborn 2007, 571). As Yvonne Haddad states,

"this term [Arab-American] is an expression of "the common heritage of a powerful

community with a common language and experience" (Haddad 1994, 79) The estab

lishment of Arab-American organizations that "appealed to a sense of shared

history and a common destiny in the United States" and "transcended religious

and sectarian differences" followed this designation (both: Haddad 1994,81).

In the years following 1967, many such groups were developed to promote

Arab-American interests both domestically and internationally (Suleiman 1999a,
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10-11; Haddad 1994,79-81; also: Rouchdy 2001; Bale 2010; Suleiman 2004; Marvasti

& McKinney 2004; Kayyali 2006; Jamal & Naber 2008) The popularity of this identi-

fication has grown significantly over the past two decades. In a 2010 study, the

Arab-American Institute found that sixty two percent (62%) identify as Arab-Amer-

ican, a huge jump from fifty one percent (51 %) in the mid-1990s (Zogby 2010a, 3)

In the 2000 U.S. census, twenty percent of those categorized by the government as

Arab "identified their ancestry with the general term 'Arab' or 'Arabic'" (Britting

ham & de la Cruz 2005, 3). Of the remaining eighty percent (80%), seventy-point

seven percent (70.7%) identified with a particular nation of origin, and nine-point

six percent (9.6%) wrote "other Arab," referring most probably to Arab nations not

included on the forms (Brittingham & de la Cruz 2005, 3). As the statistics above

indicate, not everyone in the Arab-American community adopts this identification.

Critiques o/the Arab-American Identification: "Defining
Arabness"

People's hesitancy to accept this label is often a consequence of the tenuous nature

of the term "Arab," which has been defined as "a cultural and linguistic term that

includes persons from countries where the primary language is Arabic," "a national

identity," and a racial grouping (Naber 2008, 5). For example, the American-Arab

Anti -Discrimination Committee (ADC) provides the following interpretation on

their website: "Arab is a cultural and linguistic term. It refers to those who speak

Arabic as their first language. Arabs are united by culture and by history. Arabs are

not a race" (ADC N.d., cited in Swiney 2006, 27). The ADC hopes to disband the

belief that Arabs are an ethnic group by asserting that "cultural and linguistic"

commonalities form the basis for this collectivity. However, this definition begs the

question: what common "culture" is shared across the Arab World? And what "his-

tory"? Other definitions, such as that of Nadine Naber, focus narrowly upon the



linguistic heritage (Naber 2008,5).5 Others still contend that Arab-American identi-

ty is informed more by the experience of living in Diaspora. Lisa Suhair Majaj

elaborates these two viewpoints nicely:

One viewpoint holds that Arab-American identity is a
transplanted Arab identity, turning upon preservation of
Arab culture, language, and sensibilities The second
viewpoint is that Arab-American identity is quintessentially
an American identity emerging from U.S. soil, articulated in
relationship to U.S. ethnicity and within the framework of
the 'multiculture' (Majaj 2008)

The difficulty many people encounter in efforts to define the label "Arab" is lost

upon the American public, who consider Arabs a cohesive group (Cainkar 2008,

51)

As a label, Arab-American is both empowering and disempowering. It

emphasizes unity across a wide geographical and cultural expanse; however, in so

doing, it eclipses the diversity and pluralism of this region's people. As the social

systems of classification in the United States are largely based upon race, many

Arab-Americans argue that this classification reinforces the tendency for Ameri-

cans to view them as a racial group (David 2007,840):

Although Middle Eastern Americans... come from multiple
racial, linguistic, religious, and geographical backgrounds,
they constitute a distinct ethnic category in the United
States (Marvasti Or McKinney, xx-xxi)

Opponents suggest that the Arab-American category obscures the "multiple racial,

linguistic, religious, and geographical backgrounds" that color Arab-Americans'

identities and excludes "non-Arab minorities in the region" (Naber 2008, 8). Finally,

this category overlooks individuals and groups who do not consider their

"Arabness" to be a primary factor in their identities, such as generations of Arab-

Americans who were not raised with an Arabic cultural or linguistic heritage or

5 Naber suggests that the term Arab is "a cultural and linguistic term that includes persons from
countries were the primary language is Arabic" (Naber 2008,5).
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people who feel like specifically regional, national, or religious labels more aptly

describe their personal experiences of identity (Abu El-Raj 2009; Kayyali 2006, 107;

Shryock 2008, 96; David 2007)

Some opponents have suggested the designation Southwest Asian and North

African (or SWANA) as a more inclusive alternative to Arab-American; however,

the majority of individuals and groups in the United States who find the

Arab-American classification to be problematic prefer to maintain ethnic and reli

gious categories of identification instead of adopting another all-inclusive but

culturally-unspecific moniker (Naber 2008, 8; Kayyali 2006, 107; David 2007,

837-40). In spite of criticism of this categorization, I will continue to refer to indi-

viduals and communities in the United States with origins in the Arab World as

Arab-Americans, as do the vast majority of scholars and writers who research this

community.

The Arab-American Experience after 9/11:
Policies & Prejudices

In the wake of September 11, the United States government has implemented nu-

merous policies that aim to curb the threat of terrorism domestically and

internationally. Within the United States, these initiatives have targeted resident

and non-resident Arabs, Muslims, and other non-Arab browns (e.g. Iranians, Turks,

Afghanis, and South Asians) with much greater scrutiny than any other immigrant

or minority groups:

Twenty-five of the thirty-seven known government security
initiatives implemented between September 12, 2001, and
mid-2003 either explicitly or implicitly targeted U.S. Arabs
and Muslims (Tsao and Gutierrez 2003, via Cainkar 2008, 53)

Since 9/11, many Arab- and Muslim Americans have been affected by government

profiling. Louise Cainkar estimates that "at the very minimum, at least one

hundred thousand Arabs and Muslims living in the United States personally expe-
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rienced one of those measures" (Cainkar 2008, 53). The lives of targeted groups

such as Arab- and Muslim Americans have been altered significantly by these

"measures," which indicate that presumed race, religion, nationality, and ideologi

cal proclivities demand monitoring and suspicion. The United States' government's

policies of racial and religious profiling have significantly altered the way that the

American public thinks about and views Arab-Americans and how they themselves

identify, both publicly and privately. As such, a short explanation of some of the

government's antiterrorism initiatives over the past decade will shed light on the

positionality ofArabs and Muslims in the United States today.

One of the first actions of the U.S. government after 9/11 was the mass arrest

and detention of individuals-mainly men-of Middle Eastern descent or Muslim

faith. In the two month period immediately following the attacks, approximately

one-thousand and two hundred Arabs and Muslims were detained on suspicion of

terrorism. By 2003, the majority of these detainees were either released or deport

ed; however, in order to be eligible for release or deportation, suspects needed to

first be cleared of any possible connection to terrorism and terrorist organizations.

In spite of efforts from major organizations like Human Rights Watch to investigate

these arrests, the government still refuses to release information on these de

tainees, many of whom are still believed to be in U.S. custody (Cainkar 2009,

119-120;Tsao & Gutierrez 2003, 5; Swiney 2006, 3)

Another problematic policy enacted by the U.S. government was called Oper

ation Liberty Shield, which is described on the Department of Homeland

Security's website as, "a comprehensive national plan designed to increase protec

tions for America's citizens and infrastructure while maintaining the free flow of

goods and people across our border with minimal disruption to our economy and

way of life" (DHS 2003). The most significant changes brought about by this legisla

tion related to the rights of asylum seekers in the United States. Operation Liberty

Shield "required that asylum applicants from Iraq and countries where al-Qaeda
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has been know to operate remain in detention during the entire duration of their

asylum cases" (Tsao & Gutierrez 2003, 22). During detention, these asylees were

treated as suspects were subject to interrogations, from which the U.S. government

hoped to gain information and knowledge about al-Qaeda, Iraq and the terrorist

groups functioning within its borders. On its website, the DRS refers to this

course of action as "reasonable and prudent" as it "allows authorities to maintain

contact with asylum seekers while we determine the validity of their claim" (DRS

2003). This statement illustrates clearly the prejudice underlying this operation.

Specifically, this policy enacts the reverse of the constitutional presumption of in

nocence: Iraqis are guilty until proven innocent.

The special registration program is yet another example of post-91l1 policies

that unfairly target Muslims and Arabs. In 2003, a program was implemented for

visitors from Arab and Muslim-majority countries as a "security measure." This spe

cial registration program, which lasted for nine months, forced travelers from

twenty-four Muslim-majority countries and North Korea "report and register with

the U.S. immigration authorities during a specified time frame, be fingerprinted,

photographed, and questioned, and thereafter submit to routine reporting"

(Cainkar 2008, 55). None of the over two-hundred thousand travelers who were reg

istered during this program were found to have connections to terrorist

organizations. Nonetheless, thirteen-thousand four hundred and thirty four

(13,434) registrants faced deportation as a result of this program. Interestingly, the

nearly fourteen thousand individuals who were removed from the United States

represent "less than 1 percent of the estimated 3.2 to 3.6 million persons living in

the United States while 'out of status' and the 8 million undocumented" (Cainkar

2008,56; Tsao & Gutierrez 2003, 5)

Perhaps the most high profile of all anti-terrorism acts passed by the U.S.

government after September 11 is known as the USA PATRIOT (Uniting and

Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and



Obstruct Terrorism) Act. Former president George W. Bush enacted the USA PA

TRIOT Act, commonly referred to as the Patriot Act, on October 26, 2001, two days

after the act passed through the U.S. Congress. Additionally, the Patriot Act was

reauthorized twice-in 2005 and 2006-to prevent its provisions from expiring

(Cainkar 2009,123-124). The Patriot Act expanded the surveillance powers of the

U.S. government and gave law enforcement the right to review documents (e.g. bills

and borrowing history at a library) and communications (e.g. phone calls, postal

mail, and e-mail) of individuals suspected of supporting terrorism. Additionally, the

Patriot Act broadened the government's definition of "terrorism" to cover domestic

terrorism thereby extending the government's legal right to monitor the finances

and communications of various charities and organizations within the United

States. Growing concerns that the USA PATRIOT Act violated the civil liberties of

the American people led to its amendment by the U.S. House of Representatives

and the Congress; George W Bush signed the new version into law in March 2006

(Cainkar 2009,123-124)

Although the Patriot Acts extend the government's access to information and

right to surveillance of any individual within the United States, Muslim and

Arab-Americans have been targeted at much higher rates than other populations

(Jamal 2008, 114-111; Cainkar 2009,123). The American public, however, does not

necessarily acknowledge the problematic aspects of these policies, which, it is im

portant to note, have been in place since before 9/11 6 Most research has found the

American people to be against the use of racial profiling; however, few Americans

object to the practice when used on Semitic, "Arab-looking," and "Middle Eastern

looking" individuals. For example, in the immediate aftermath of the September 11

attacks, close to sixty percent (60%) of Americans found heightened profiling of

Arabs unproblematic (Swiney 2006, 2; Verhovek 2001; Tumlin 2004). Moreover, of

6 Swiney suggests that the U. S. has been profiling of Arabs since at least the time of the Lockerbie
bombing in 1988 (Swiney 2006, 19).



the 755 Americans who participated in a 2001 poll administered jointly by the

Washington Post and ABC News, sixty-five percent answered "yes" when asked

whether the United States government was exerting sufficient effort "to protect the

rights of Arab-Americans and American Muslims" (WP-ABC 2001)7 Another poll

taken between August 14-17, 2010 by the Economist / YouGov Polimetrix found

that twenty-one percent of Americans (21 %) believe that Arab-Americans are rarely

the target of discrimination ("not much") (EconomistiYouGov 2010). Thirty six per

cent (36%) felt that Arab-Americans face "a great deal" of discrimination, whereas

seven percent (7%) stated that Arab-Americans face zero intolerance ("none at all")

in the United States (EconomistiYouGov 2010). Finally, thirty-six percent of poll

respondents replied that this group is discriminated against "a fair amount" (Econ-

omistiYouGov 2010). These polls indicate a startling lack of awareness-or, more

problematically, the absence of sensitivity-within the non-Arab, non-Muslim poli-

ty of the intolerance encountered by Muslims and Arabs on both a social and an

institutional level in the U.S.

Government Policy, Public Opinion, & Hate Crimes

Significant increases in the number of hate crimes and acts of prejudice against

Arabs and Muslims is yet another consequence of September 11 and the U.S. gov

ernment's active targeting of Arabs and Muslims (Tumlin 2004; Cainkar 2008;

Cainkar 2009). As Thea Abu El-Haj elegantly notes, "in today's 'global war on ter-

ror,' exclusionary political discourses and practices have turned on the symbolic

construction of Arab-Muslim as alien Other" (Abu El-Haj 2009,4). "[B]eing framed

as threatening outsiders," she continues, "limits their right to be treated equally

and fairly in public settings" (Abu El-Haj 2009, 1). Research shows that Americans,

taking cues from media portrayals of Arabs and Muslims as the terrorist enemy in

7 To expand, twenty-nine percent of respondents expressed their belief that the government could work
harder to safeguard the civil liberties of these communities, and six percent expressed no opinion
(WP-ABC 2001).



the '''war on terror'" and government policies' that reinforce this stereotype, are

more willing to adopt anti-Muslim and anti-Arab sentiments now than ever. Some

particularly bigoted individuals have chosen to act upon their prejudice beliefs by

targeting individuals and organizations and even engaging in acts of violence

against the "enemies." The American Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee report

ed a 1600 percent increase in hate crimes between 2000 and 2001 (Kaptur 2003).

Similarly, the Council on American-Islamic Relations found that incidences of

anti -Muslim hate crimes increased by three hundred percent between 2001 and

2003; between 2004 and 2005, this rate grew by another fifty percent (Jamal 2008,

115). sixty-three percent of all complaints reported to CAIR in 2007 "were triggered

by the person's ethnicitylreligion or because the person had a 'Muslim-sounding'

name" (CAlR 2008, 18)

Less extreme manifestations of intolerance are extremely pervasive in the

United States. Nearly ten years after the 9/11 attacks, the number of Americans ex

pressing prejudice against Arabs and Muslims has not decreased. As the following

polls will indicate, a significant number of Americans confess discomfort, if not

outright disgust, with Islam. For example, the Council on American-Islamic Rela

tions (CAlR) conducted a randomized survey in 2004 to gauge public opinion on

Islam and Muslims in the United States. Nearly twenty-five percent (25%) of all par

ticipants expressed intolerant beliefs about Islam and Muslims. The number

remained unchanged when CAlR performed the survey for a second time in 2005;

one-in-four respondents still reported some level of prejudice against Muslims

(CAIR 2006) In a 2009 poll administered jointly by CBS News and the New York

Times, when asked whether or not they believe Arab-Americans are "more sympa

thetic to terrorists than other American citizens," thirty-three percent of

respondents answered "more sympathetic." Fifty eight percent (58%) responded

that Arab-Americans were "not more sympathetic," and nine percent (9%) declined

to express an opinion on the matter (all:CBS/NYT 2009). In yet another article on



CBSNews.com, journalist Brian Montopoli writes, "a majority of Americans say they

know people who have negative feelings toward Muslims because of the September

11 terrorist attacks" (Montopoli 2010). Montopoli based this statement on statistics

from a CBS News I New York Times poll taken between September 10 and Septem

ber 14,2010. Pollers found that just over half of respondents (fifty-five percent, to

be exact) admit to knowing someone who harbors "negative feelings toward Mus-

lims" as a result of the 9/11 attacks (Montopoli 2010; CBS/NYT 2010).

Conclusion

In this chapter, I briefly outlined important moments in the history of Arab-Ameri

can immigration. My intent was to highlight the varying histories of immigrants

within this region, and the significant role that identity plays in shaping and in

forming these experiences. For example, I noted periods when large-scale

assimilation was the norm and others when community solidarity and differentia

tion were emphasized. Hopefully this overview also indicated the complex,

multiple layers that constitute an "Arab" identity. This term is thrown around fre

quently to discuss anything from a geographical locale to a race of people; however,

we should not allow the looseness with which it is treated in the United States to

influence our understanding of this amorphous identity.

® Staking an e-Claim: Contesting Bias &

Creating Identity in the Blogosphere

Since the advent of the Internet, many academic and non-academic texts

have extolled computer-mediated communication as capable of democratizing

mass media. The positive contributions of the Internet are many-for example, it

has flourished as a important domain for social problems construction and for
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claims-making. Nevertheless, the Internet is hardly democratic. As Greg Myers

notes in The Discourse ofBlogs and Wikis, "the Internet breaks down the boundary

between the experts and the novices, so anyone can contribute. And then it draws

the boundary again" (Myers 2010,22). The Internet is a "social world" (Myers 2010,

21) in its own right wherein many of the same social inequalities present in the

"real" world retain their power (Myers 2010; Bale 2010; Coleman & Ross 2010; Hus

sein 2009; Etling et al. 2009; Daniels 2009; Maratea 2008; Witteborn 2007; Salama

2007; Polletta & Lee 2006; Saloom 2005; Auer 2005; Schumann 2004; Nakamura

2002; Bailey [1996] 2001)

In continuation of these studies on the "social world" of the Internet, I will

focus my research on the role that the Internet plays in identification and identity

construction. Richard Jenkins argues, "identification matters because it is the basic

cognitive mechanism that humans use to sort out themselves and their fellows, in-

dividually and collectively" (Jenkins 2008, 13). I will employ the work of many

cultural theorists and new media theorists, including Jenkins, to examine the new

frameworks for identification that the Internet-more specifically the Blogos

phere-provides.

Identity ys. Identification: A Theoretical Debate

Before I begin my analysis of the Blogosphere and its role in identity construction,

I must explain the theories and writings on identity in the West that inform my un-

derstanding of this perplexing concept. In particular, I will now review the

important ideas from Stuart Hall, Richard Jenkins, George Herbert Mead, Rogers

Brubaker and Frederick Cooper, Amin Maalouf, and Pierre Bourdieu.

In the third edition of his pivotal work Social Identity, Richard Jenkins pro

vides a straightforward definition of identity that I will use hereafter:

Identity is the human capacity-rooted in language
to know 'who's who' (and hence 'what's what') It is a
process-identifIcation-not a 'thing.' It is not something



that one can have, or not; it is something that one does
(Jenkins 2008, 5)

The emphasis that Jenkins' places upon identity as an action ("something that one

does") echoes the post-modern conception of identity as fluid, flexible, and con

stantly evolving. Similarly, Rogers Brubaker and Frederick Cooper caution their

readers to avoid "this tendency to objectify 'identity'" (Brubaker & Cooper 2000,

28), to conceptualize identities as hardened and definitive: "it is a process ...not a

'thing.'" Likewise, Stuart Hall suggests: "rather than speaking of identity as a fin-

ished thing, we should speak of identification, and see it as an on-going process"

(Hall 1996a, 608). If these three writers agree on one idea, it is that "identification"

is a more productive term than identity to illustrate the complicated issues of insti-

tution (naming), authority, categorization, etc.

Jenkins, Hall, and Maalouf support use of the term "identification" whenever

possible and relevant; however, they also believe that the idea of "identity" is too

engrained in our minds and our vocabularies to be abandoned as a term complete-

Iy. Throughout their texts, these authors work to de-problematize the term instead

of replacing it. For example, Stuart Hall claims that the post-modern understand-

ing of cultural identity is far more complex than the Enlightenment understanding.

Unlike the presumption of Enlightenment thinkers that individuals each have a

singular, centered, cohesive identity, Hall believes that "the fully unified, complet

ed, secure, and coherent identity is a fantasy" and that people instead have multiple

identities (Hall 1996a, 598). Similarly, Jenkins states: "Identity is nerer unilateral"

(Jenkins 2008, 42, emphasis in original). On a related note, Amin Maalouf, a

French-Lebanese novelist and critical theorist, argues that all identities are made

of a multiple, heterogeneous allegiances. Although certain circumstances require

people to privilege one allegiance over others, he states that all facets of our identi

ty are present at all times (Maalouf 2001,4). Stuart Hall expands this concept to its

logical conclusion: that no identity supercedes any other: "no single identity - e.g.

that of social class - could align all the different identities into one, overarching



'master identity,' on which a politics could be securely grounded" (Hall 1996a, 601).

Unlike Maalouf, Hall, and Jenkins who support informed use of the term

identity, Brubaker and Cooper believe that the word should be removed entirely

from critical dialogues and replaced with the term "identification." The two authors

state in their text that their issues are not with the term itself but with its usage:

"what is problematic is not that a particular term is used, but how it is used"

(Brubaker & Cooper 2000, 5). Identity is problematic in their opinion, because of

the two, contrasting notions of identity-as strong or weak- that they suggest dom

inate relevant literature. "Strong conceptions of 'identity,'" they write, "preserve the

common-sense meaning of the term - the emphasis on sameness over time or

across persons" (Brubaker & Cooper 2000, 10). According to the strong under

standing, everyone possesses an identity, groups and individuals alike. Identity is

thought to have an omnipresent quality; one must not be aware of his or her

identity in order for it to exist. However, when groups or collectivities are con

scious of their supposedly uniform identity, they unite around similarity, "ground

boundedness and homogeneity" (Brubaker & Cooper 2000,10). On the other hand,

"weak understandings of 'identity'" emphasize the flexibility of identity (Brubaker

& Cooper 2000,10-11). Brubaker and Cooper claim that this is the framework for

examining identity preferred by most postcolonial academics, who utilize argue

that identity is "multiple, unstable, in flux, contingent, fragmented, constructed,

negotiated, and so on" (Brubaker & Cooper 2000, 11) in order to challenge the

"strong" conception of identity.

While I do appreciate many of Brubaker and Cooper's criticisms, I also hap

pen to agree with the other scholars that we can deconstruct and de-legitimize the

problematic aspects of identity without removing the word from our vocabularies. I

will thus continue to use both terms, with sensitivity to their multiple layers of

meaning and usage.



Theories ofIdentity Construction & Identification

Jenkins differentiates between two forms of identity-"nominal identity" and

"virtual identity," or "the name and the experience of an identity" (Jenkins 2008,

44). Nominal identities, the names or labels attributed to individuals and groups

through processes of identification, produce virtual identities. "Virtual identity,"

Jenkins writes, "is what a nominal identification means experientially and practical-

ly over time, to its bearer" (Jenkins 2008, 99). These two identities are codependent

yet also "individually idiosyncratic" (Jenkins 2008, 140). The virtual experiences of

subjects who share a nominal identity may vary; however, they will always be framed

by the specific bound-aries erected by this label:

The institution of an identity, which can be a title of nobility
or a stigma ('you're nothing but a ... ') is the imposition of a
name, i.e. of a social essence. To institute, to assign an
essence, a competence, is to impose a right to be that is an
obligation of being so (or to be so). It is to signify to some
one what he is and how he should conduct himself as a
consequence (Bourdieu 1991, 120)

Through "the imposition of a name," society dictates certain expectations for an

individual's behavior that align with the society's sense of what constitutes his

"social essence" or "what he is." It is a tactical expression of a given society's view

of a group and how these individuals should see themselves. Yet, groups and indi

viduals are not completely free of agency in the formulation of their identities.

All of the theorists discussed thus far agree that identification is a multifac-

eted, multidirectional process. Jenkins best articulates this stance in his

discussions on "the internal-external dialectic of identification" (Jenkins 2008, 40,

emphasis in original). Like many of his theories, Jenkins' writing on this "dialectic"

is heavily influenced by the work of sociologist, philosopher, and social psycholo

gist George Herbert Mead. Namely, Jenkins echoes Mead in his belief that identity,



or the self, is the product of both internal and external forces (Jenkins 2008,46)8:

The self is something which has a development; it is not
initially there, at birth, but arises in the process of social
experience and activity, that is, develops in the given
individual as a result of his relations to that process as a
whole and to other individuals within that process (Mead
1934,135)

These forces are engaged in a constant game of tug-of-war, and this endless battle

is precisely the process of identification to which Mead refers. Since "the process

of social experience" is continuous throughout a person's life, so is the process of

identification. Neither side of the "dialectic of identification" ever outweighs the

other. Nonetheless, both authors are careful to note that humans derive their abili-

ty to be introspective from their social interactions:

The self...is essentially a social structure, and it arises in
social experience.. .it is impossible to conceive of a self
arising outside of social experience (Mead 1934, 140)

\Vhat people think about us is no less significant than what
we think about ourselves. It is not enough to assert an
identity. That identity must also be validated (or not) by
those with whom we have dealings (Jenkins 2008,19)

In short, internal and external pressures contribute equally-and never indepen-

dentIy - to the formation of identities.

Collective Identification

The processes that inform and construct group identities are nearly identical to the

processes I have discussed thus far. For example, Jenkins compares two kinds of

collective identifications: "group identification," which is "the product of collective

internal difinition" (Jenkins 2008, 105, emphasis in original), and "categorization,"

which is an external creation (Jenkins 2008, 102-115). Both formulations are guided

8 George Herbert Mead uses the term "seW' in Mind, Self, and Society. Although there are many
arguments to be made about the distinction between the self and identity, the concepts, as used by Mead
and Jenkins, will be discussed as coterminous henceforth.



by the belief that members of these collectivities share at least one characteristic,

which justifies their association. As this commonality is necessary for group mem

bership, it becomes an important means of boundary creation. Simultaneously,

individuals are categorized according to perceived similarity and difference:

Categorical group denominations-however authoritative,
however pervasively institutionalized-cannot serve as
indicators of real 'groups' or robust 'identities'(Brubaker &
Cooper 2000, 26)

The characteristics around which groups unite or categories are created are often,

to return to Brubaker and Cooper's discussion, based around "strong" conceptions

of identity. These stable, reifying identities do not reflect the constantly changing

"affinities, categories, and subjectivities" (Brubaker & Cooper 2000, 31) that are the

real sour-ces of collective identifications. Accordingly, the authors suggest that we

study "communality and connectedness" (Brubaker & Cooper 2000, 21) as "contin

gent, emergent propert[ies], not [an] axiomatic given[s]" (Brubaker & Cooper 2000,

31). External identification does not need an actor and "can be carried more or

less anonymously by discourses or public narratives" (Brubaker and Cohen, 16). As

Bourdieu eloquently states, "to institute, to give a social definition, an identity, is

also to impose boundaries" (Bourdieu 1991, 120). People conform to external

identifications, because these identifications inform the ways in which they view, or

mis-recognize, themselves (Jenkins 2008, 154; Bourdieu 1991,214-16).

The Blogosphere:
What It Means &Why It Matters

Now that I have established the theories of identity relevant to my research, I will

explain why I have chosen to explore this topic through the lens of the Blogos-

phere. This section will provide basic information about blogs; it is not extensive,

neither does it claim nor need to be. I have included just enough facts to contextu

alize my analysis and to provide the reader with a better picture of the most



important elements of the Blogosphere's history and the distinguishing features of

blogs. First and foremost, however, I must answer two important questions: what is

"the Blogosphere," and why does it matter?

In my thesis, I will use Rebecca Blood's frequently cited definition of "blog":

'''a website that is updated frequently, with new material posted at the top of the

page'" (Blood 2000). The term blog is an abbreviated version of weblog, a term

coined in 1997 by early blogger Jorn Barger. Barger wanted his website to have a

witty, creative title, so he christened it the Robot Wisdom WebLog (Rosenberg

2009,76-9). The abbreviation of weblog to blog came about in 1999, when blogger

Peter Merholz wrote a short, satirical post on his site Peterme.com in which he stat

ed his intent to henceforth use "blog" as a substitute for the term "weblog." While

Merholz may have been the first Internet user to actually employ this term, Rosen

berg claims that the popularity of this abbreviation should ultimately go to the

founders of Blogger, the website that Rosenberg credits as, "the one [website] that

ultimately transformed blogging from an arcane pastime for Web insiders into a

mass-market, anyone-can-play phenomenon" (Rosenberg 2009,102). The origin of

the term Blogosphere is disputed; however, it initially gained popularity among In

ternet users m 2002, after the conservative blogger William Quick proposed

Blogosphere as "a name for the intellectual cyberspace we bloggers occupy"

(Rosenberg 2009,205).

The nature of blogs will be important to my analysis of their discourse. Myers

explains that blogging has complicated previous understandings of language use,

namely, "the ways we use language to locate ourselves, to state facts, to argue, and

to define ourselves in relation to other people" (Myers 2010, 4). The content and

language of blogs is what distinguishes this medium from all types of media and

are largely a result of their format, which I will now briefly review. Blogs are often

extremely inexpensive-if not free-to maintain. To a certain extent, blogging has

broken down boundaries of class that previously prevented people from participat-



ing in certain conversations or claims-making activities. Blogs are largely

independent, unedited, and unsupervised. Unlike professional journalists, Maratea

claims that blogging is often an extremely individual act. Likewise, "bloggers are

more likely [than professional journalists] to write based on personal conviction"

(Maratea 2008, 148). Bloggers need not reach any collective agreement about what

issue or issues are worth covering; blog content is determined by the whims and

the desires of its blogger (Maratrea, 148-9).The blogosphere is extremely interac

tive, especially via commenting. Blogging can also be a multimedia experience, as

bloggers frequently embellish their posts with images, videos, and links to other

websites. In addition the format of the blog post is also unique. With no minimum

or maximum character constraint, entries range in length in format from sen

tence-�ong posts to multi-paragraph (or, when printed, multi-page) reports. They

appear chronologically, with the most recent post as the first text to appear to

readers.

Now that I have described some basic features of blogs and the Blogosphere,

I will try to explain how these features connect to my discussion of identity.

Virtual & Non-Virtual Identities

On the one hand, the Internet enables users a great deal of "elasticity" in regard to

their online identities (Nakamura 2002, 79). In the words of Scott Rosenberg, "in a

blog, you can aim to 'be real' - but you can also fool around with being fake"

(Rosenberg 2009, 236). The Internet permits a high degree of anonymity. As a

result, people have greater freedom to experiment with self-presentation and

self-definition than they have in the corporeal world, where their identification is

corporealized. Cameron Bailey asserts that the written form enables people to cre

ate a semi-fictionalized, or at least strategic, image of themselves, via "the

multifaceted acts of identity construction, selective editing, and telling of lies" (Bai

ley [1996] 2001, 336). How-ever, what distinguishes online communication from



other written foans and from is the "speed and uncertainty" (Bailey [1996] 2001,

336) of this medium, as online users can claim identities selectively.

On the other hand, many inequalities that exist in "real" social life are mir-

rored in the online world. Growing numbers of people-both academic and

otherwise -criticize the lack of diversity in the online world, namely, the flawed

idea that "anyone-can-play" (Rosenberg 2009, 102). Very simply, their critique re-

volves around the issue of access: to the Internet, to the knowledge and skills

necessary to use it, to the resources that support circulation of online content, and

so on. As Cameron Bailey writes in his article on prejudice and exclusion online,

"today's digital democracy is reserved for an elite with the means to enjoy it" (Bai-

ley [1996] 2001,335). Bailey's article was published at a time when the population

of Internet users was largely homogeneous. The majority of Internet users were

middle-class, middle-aged white American men from the suburbs. Over the past

ten years, the Blogosphere has exploded in popularity among a plethora of groups,

both domestically and internationally. Accordingly, both the authors and the con

tent of blogs have grown increasingly diverse and demographically representative.

Nevertheless, gaps remain among the Web's users, and these absences contribute to

the production of a "social world" that can be quite hostile to minorities (Rosen-

berg 2009,313-4; Nakamura, xi-xiii).

Cybertypes & Non-Virtual Prejudice

Lisa Nakamura is among the strongest opponents of the idea that the Internet is a

racially and culturally-neutral space. In fact, Nakamura suggests that the Internet is

a potent source of racial imagery:

The Net is, like other media, a reflection of the cultural
imagination. It is a hybrid medium that is collectively
authored, synchronous, interactive, and subject to constant
reVISlQn ... It is particularly sensitive to shifting figurations
of race, and thus a good place to look to see how race is
enacted and performed (Nakamura 2002, 55)



The Internet, Nakamura states, does not erase difference. For example, she argues

that without identity markers, Internet users are assumed to be white (Nakamura

2002,38). Bailey concurs with Nakamura's idea that the Internet is just as fraught

with prejudice and exclusion as anywhere else. This realm merely possesses a

unique language, which, at times, disguises its hegemony. He writes: "existing racial

discourses find their way into cyberspace, not simply as content but as a part of the

structure shaping this place" (Bailey [1996] 2001,335). Nakamura notes the two lay

ers of specificity/contributing factors that inform these "racial discourses": the

"computer layer" (interfaces, access, means of expression) and the "cultural layer"

(ideologies of human actors on the Internet) (Nakamura 2002, 3). As an acknowl

edgement of the specific character of the racist language and images and

stereotypes present in Internet discourse, Nakamura "coined the term cybertype to

describe the distinctive ways that the Internet propagates, disseminates, and com

modifies images of race and racism" (Nakamura 2002, 3). Cybertypes, she argues,

are images and ideas intended to reinforce white hegemony. Nakamura wants to

persuade her readers that "identity online is ... still mired in oppressive roles even

if the body has been left behind or bracketed" (Nakamura 2002, 4). Minorities are

cybertyped online to crystallize their difference (Nakamura 2002, 20).

Nakamura's concept of cybertyping helps contextualize my research. Her dis

cussion of the flux of virtual and non-virtual prejudices suggests that the topics

that bloggers choose to address in their weblogs are often intimately connected

with their non-virtual identities. This is especially true when bloggers identify with

social groups who are the target of regular marginalization and vilification such as

Arabs and Muslims in the United States: the real-world experiences of Arab-Amer

ican bloggers play an intimate role in the formation of their online personas, the

issues they opt to discuss in their blogs, their linguistic choices, etc. Bloggers use

their writing to contribute to the debates and conversations wherein these "cy

bertypes" are created and reinforced. I will analyze these forms on contestation



through the lens of social problem construction and claims-making, as described

in the section to follow.

Social Problems Construction
&Claims-Making

...a broadframework

In their article entitled "The Rise and Fall of Social Problems: A Public Arenas

Model," Stephen Hilgartner and Charles L. Bosk describe a model of social prob-

lem construction that "applies ecological concepts, such as competition, selection,

and adaptation, to public discourse about problems" (Hilgartner & Bosk 1988, 74).

Their model is ultimately a model for claims-making and is extremely helpful for

our comprehension of how certain "problems" or "issues" command the attention

of the media and the public.

Hilgartner and Bosk define a "social problem" as "a putative condition or sit

uation that is labeled a problem in the arenas of public discourse and action"

(Hilgartner & Bosk 1988,55). The authors argue that social problems gain populari-

ty and coverage in the media as a result of complex processes of claims-making.

These processes involve, "competition, selection, and adaptation." Hilgartner and

Bosk attempt to explain the elements that contribute to the fate-success of fail-

ure-of social problems claims. They claim that "six main elements" contribute to

the "social problems process" (Hilgartner & Bosk 1988,56, 53): competition, arena

(where the claim is made), carrying capacity, '''principles of selection""g "patterns of

interaction among the different arenas," and "networks of operatives who promote

and attempt to control particular problems" (all: Hilgartner & Bosk 1988, 56).

The authors believe that competition exists both among and within social

9 Hilgartner and Bask definine the '''principles of selection'" as the "institutional, political, and cultural
factors that influence the probability of survival of competing problem formulations" (Hilgartner & Bask
1988,56).



problems; social problems fight "both to enter and to remain on the public agenda"

(Hilgartner & Bosk 1988, 58). The limited carrying capacities lO of media outlets

(arenas) creates constant competition among social problems for public attention.

Significantly, Hilgartner and Bosk note that "the fates of potential problems are

governed not only by their objective natures but by a highly selective process in

which they compete with one another for public attention and societal resources"

(Hilgartner & Bosk 1988, 57). According to their "principles of selection," social

problems must be dramatic, new, and appeal to the cultural and political ideologies

of a given arena. In order to retain importance and relevance, problems must be

malleable; the lifespan of social problems is also influenced by their flexibility and

ability to spread to other arenas (Hilgartner & Bosk 1988,61,72).

Hilgartner and Bosk refer to "the groups and individuals who publicly

present social problems" as "operatives" (Hilgartner & Bosk 1988,57). "Operatives"

are far from neutral. These actors are spurred to action and to participation in the

claims-making process by their conviction about the problematic nature of a given

"condition or situation." One must note that people's convictions about what con-

stitutes a "social problem" vary dramatically.

... in the Blogosphere

In his article "The e-Rise and Fall of Social Problems: The Blogosphere as a Public

Arena," Ray Maratea applies Hilgartner and Bosk's model of social problem con

struction to the Blogosphere in order to explore the role that the Internet plays in

contemporary problem construction. In my data analysis, I will use several broad

ideas from Hilgartner and Bosk's methodology in conjunction with specific exam

pies from Maratea's article to explore the ways in which my sample of

Arab-American bloggers utilize their blogs to engage in responsive claims-making. I

10 "Each (arena) has a carrying capacity that limits the number of social problems that it can entertain at
anyone time" (Hilgartner & Bask 1988,59).



will then compliment Hilgartner, Bosk, and Maratea's main points with supporting

evidence from Greg Myers' The Discourse ofBlogs & Wikis to explain why I believe

online dialogue about the Park51 project exemplifies the importance of the Blogos

phere as a medium for claims-making, social problem construction, and knowledge

production.

In his specific discussion of the Blogosphere, Maratea argues: "Unlike tradi

tional media (television, print, radio), the Web makes it feasible for average citizens

to disseminate their own commentaries on mainstream media coverage, political

events, or any other issue of relevance" (Maratea 2008,142). Individuals and groups

can now use the Internet to vocalize their thoughts and ideas with an immediacy

and an authority that is impossible in other mediums. Therefore, in many ways, the

Blogosphere is the ideal setting for citizen claims-making. Maratea states, "the

emergence of the Blogosphere as a claims-making arena may be attributed to sev

eral factors" (Maratea 2008, 143): the "hierarchical structure of Blogosphere," "speed

of transmission," "expanded carrying capacity," "external verification," and the

"communal nature of the Blogosphere" (Maratea 2008, 143-5).

"Hierarchical Structure": The "hierarchical structure" of the Blogosphere, or

the popularity of a select few and dismissal of most blogs, differentiates this medi

um from others, such as print, television, and radio. As I mentioned previously,

creating a blog is easy, inexpensive or even free. The formation of a blog requires

neither a significant investiture of time nor of capital. As a result, users create and

abandon blogs at a rate significantly higher rate than people could afford in other

channels. Although the number of the active and inactive blogs online is

humungous, only a tiny proportion of all blogs on the Internet receive a majority of

visits from Internet users. Authority in the Blogosphere, Myers asserts, is deter

mined by the number of blogs that link to a certain site (Myers 2010, 126). A blog's

popularity, however, is in almost no way the result of the significance, validity, or

quality of its material. Instead, this popularity is indicative of "the interest of the
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material" (Myers 2010, 126). Maratea adds that "elite blogs" (Maratea 2008,143) also

gain prominence through recognition by "elite" readerships, be they politicians,

movie stars, activists, etc. (Maratea 2008,143-144).

"Speed of Transmission": The speed of the Internet is among its defining

characteristics. The blogosphere differs from traditional media outlets in that satu-

ration can, at least in the onset, be extremely productive. Hilgartner and Bosk note

that repetition and over-saturation of a given claim lessens the drama of this claim

and thus diminishes the public's interest in it. Maratea states that saturation within

blogs can "build interest among readers and help keep stories alive" (Maratea 2008,

147). The Blogosphere is in a symbiotic relationship with mainstream media out-

lets. Blogs still "rely on mainstream news outlets to distribute their claims to larger

audiences" (Maratea 2008, 156). The speed at which the Blogosphere is capable of

disseminating and diffusing information forces mainstream media to respond to

certain claims.

"Expanded Carrying Capacity": In Maratea's words, "the Blogosphere increas

es the overall carrying capacity for problem claims, expands the opportunities for

outsider claims-makers to promote social problems, and provides new avenues

through which insider and secondary claims can be disseminated" (Maratea 2008,

139). Important characteristics of blogs, such as their rapidity, their cheap and easy

format, and the possibility they provide for "networking capabilities like hyperlink

ing and blogrolling" (Maratea 2008, 144)" greatly broaden and diversify both the

number and the type of claims that people can assert. Myers states, "blogs as news

have all the reach and immediacy of satellite television, with all the unreliability of

the Web" (Myers 2010, 115). We could easily exchange the word "reach" in the

above citation with "carrying capacity": satellite television, like the Internet, pro

vides instant gratification and has channels to satisfy an enormous range of tastes

11 "Hyperlinking is unique to the Internet and allows for a Web site to be directly linked to specific
content or data found on any remote site across the Web. A blogroll, on the other hand, is a collection of
links to other Web logs that generally aids bloggers in building affiliations and blogging communities"
(Maratea 2008, 145nll).



and preferences. The difference between satellite television and blogs, however, is

that blogs are predominantly citizen run, uncensored, and unregulated.

"External Verification": Some of the unique and powerful characteristics of

blogs (such as their speed and independence) may also make them unreliable as

sources of information. The burden of proof for statements produced in the Blo

gosphere is high. Bloggers try to counter this sense of their biased nature through

"external verification": "external verification provides added legitimacy that their

problem claims are more than sheer speculation and partisan rhetoric" (Maratea

2008, 145). Luckily, bloggers who need support, or "external verification," for their

claims have the Internet: "bloggers can effectively utilize the entire scope of cyber

space to support their claims" (Maratea 2008, 155). However, the outcome of

engagement with a broad, often anonymous readership is neither necessarily posi

tive nor productive. Blogging grants bloggers the opportunity to express their

opinions and stories to the public, who may then support or condemn these ideas.

Nonetheless, networking aids the development of communities that function as

"operatives" for certain social problems. These "operatives" acquire this "support"

through web-based networking, often from bloggers who share similar viewpoints

and from trusted websites '2 (Maratea 2008,145).

"Communal Nature of the Blogosphere": "The communal nature of the Blo

go-sphere" distinguishes this mode of communication and knowledge production

from most media forms. Unlike media outlets such as television, radio, or film,

blogs "positively encourage many-to-many rather than one-to-many interactions"

(Myers 2010, 93). Blogs may have specific, niche audiences; yet, however limited

their readership (e.g. personal blogs), bloggers still employ "techniques of engage

ment" (Myers 2010, 93) to interact with and appeal to their audiences. For instance,

Myers notes that bloggers often write directly to, or "address," their audiences: "I

am using address here to refer to the explicit mention of the intended audience in

12 '''Expert' sources whose knowledge and opinions are respected" (Maratea 2008,145).
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the text" (Myers 2010, 78). Bloggers address their readers with both pronouns and

actual titles, as well as with questions and directives. Direct address creates "an au

dience-in-the-text" (Myers 2010, 77). The "audience-in-the-text" may differ from the

actual audience; however, the importance of this created group is less their reality

but their sense of community, of being a part of an intimate group. Pronouns such

as "you" and "we" entice readers and make them feel part of, to use Benedict An

derson's concept, an imagined community. Questions and directives too foster a

sense of communality: "any utterance that isn't a statement assumes there is some

one else there to respond: a question calls for an answer, and a directive calls for an

action" (Myers 2010,82). Questions allure readers to comment; an act that then ver

ifies for the blogger their engagement in the blog's material. These tactics -some

obvious and others more disguised-foster a sense of community within blogs' au

diences (Myers 2010, 78-81)

Reading/Analyzing Digital Texts

Greg Myers provides an alternative framework from which to examine claims

making in the Blogosphere. Whereas Maratea invokes Hilgartner and Bosk's model,

Myers uses a simplified version of linguist Wallace Chafe's model for claims

making in the English language (Chafe 1986, cited in Myers 2010). Myers specifical

ly employs Chafe's concept of four '''modes of knowing''': induction, deduction,

hearsay, and belief. Myers writes: "the source of induction is evidence, the source of

deduction is hypothesis, the source of hearsay is language, but belief need not have

any source at all" (Myers 2010, 118). To "mark the evidence for their facts" (Myers

2010, 115) and to justify their claims, bloggers use a combination of these four

"'modes '" and personal expressions of opinion.

Induction "moves from specific cases to a conclusion" (Myers 2010, 116). Blog

gers collect information (e.g. from news reports, images, or personal experience)

and form their own conclusions based upon their understanding of these cases.



Myer writes, "the induction often works ... as the gathering of evidence that contra

dicts a view asserted elsewhere" (Myers 2010, 116). Similarly, Maratea argues that

bloggers focus on events that exemplify a larger social problem (Maratea 2008,149).

In contrast, deduction is "knowledge derived from general principles" and "involves

reasoning from general truths to specific cases" (Myers 2010, 115, 116).

Hearsay describes any evidence from an external source: "evidence offered on

the basis of language - someone else saying or writing something" (Myers 2010,

117): "this is presented not on the blogger's own authority, but on the authority of

'some citizens' who wrote about it" (Myers 2010, 117). Hearsay differs from

Maratea's concept of "external verification" in that bloggers do not uniformly use

hearsay because they support the source itself However, bloggers tend to hint to

ward the function of cited sources-e.g. irony, reinforcement, etc-with the

language they use to present them. Bloggers frame information/sources obtained

via hearsay, often with "hedges": devices [which] downgrade or upgrade the certain

ty of a statement" (Myers 2010, 117). For example, a blogger may write that an

outside source "claims" something to be true to signal his or her disagreement with

this "purported" fact or to display his or her uncertainty about the statement's val

idity. In this example, a blogger might use hearsay to complicate an issue or to

illustrate what he or she believes is problematic with views that oppose his or her

own. On the other hand, Myers writes that bloggers indicate their confidence in a

given source (either because this source validates the blogger's opinion or because

the blogger deems the source to be credible) with, for example, the phrase "accord

ing to." In both examples, hearsay functions as evidence to substantiate bloggers'

claims.

Finally, Myer's explains belie/as "what one just knows" (Myers 2010, 115): "Of

course marking something as 'belief' is not just saying that one has no evidence for

it; it can mark a personal commitment to the statement" (Myers 2010, 119). Often

times when a statement is based upon belief, Myers states that evidence to support



this statement is unnecessary (Myers 2010, 118).

Conclusions

In 2000, Rebecca Blood wrote: "I strongly believe in the power of weblogs to trans

form both writers and readers from 'audience' to 'public' and from 'consumer' to

'creator'" (Blood 2000). I am similarly optimistic about the opportunities that blog

ging offers for people to engage in the construction of their own realities. The

Internet has complicated the process of claims-making, as bloggers involve them

selves not only in the genesis of new social problems but also in their development,

promotion, disavowal and de-legitimation.

The Internet may not be the utopian, egalitarian space that some hoped it

would be; however, its imperfect nature should not preclude it as an genre of com

munication worthy of research and critique. The importance of this medium

extends beyond its capacity to create new channels for information gathering and

dissemination; the Internet has produced the Blogosphere, an important arena that

has opened up new spaces for dialogue and, in some ways, democratized people's

access to and participation in the claims-making process. However, the discourses

of the Blogosphere, especially the language of various claims-making operatives,

are not devoid of prejudice. It is important for researchers to recognize that many

of the same structures of inequality that plague the non-virtual society of the Unit

ed States are also present within this realm. Once this acknowledgment has been

made, we can begin to examine these discourses -especially when they are racially

or religiously motivated, such as in the case of the Park51 project-for "images of

racial identity engendered by this new medium" (Nakamura 2002, xiii). We can than

use these images (and the language that produces them) to explore how this spe

cific-and specifically new-kind of "social world" produces identifications that

extend beyond it. However, before this analysis can occur, I must first explore the

specific prejudices that many Arabs and Arab-Americans encounter in their real
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("non-virtual") lives within the United States.

I4\"Hey, America: I'm a Muslim, Let's Talk":
\::!;I Slogging While Arab (Five Case Studies)

In their 2008 article entitled, "Arab-Americans' Motives for Using the Inter

net as a Functional Media Alternative and Their Perceptions of U.S. Public

Opinion," Ahlam Muhtaseb and Lawrence R. Frey suggest that groups such as

Arab-Americans who feel vilified by mainstream media outlets look to the Internet

for alternative sources of information and to contribute to dialogues from which

they would be otherwise excluded (Muhtaseb & Frey 2008, 626, 635). I will show

that Arab-Americans construct their identities, both individually and collectively,

through participation in the Blogosphere.

Over that past nine years, blogs have emerged as one of the most dynamic

tools for self-expression, community building, information gathering and knowl-

edge production on the Internet. Today, Arab-American bloggers use the

Blogosphere for countless purposes. I will explore the ways in which these individ-

uals use this realm to contest their own "othering," or to change the mental image

ofArabs that is embedded in the minds of so many Americans:

The characteristics of the internet itself also make it a
potentially liberating medium for marginalized groups,
including Arab-Americans. For instance, the interactive nature
ofthe internet potentially makes its users more empowered by the
choices they have and the activities they can engage in online. In
addition, because the internet is an unregulated global
medium, it is open to perspectives and opinions not offered
in U.S. mainstream media (Muhtaseb Or Frey 2008, 636,
emphasis added)

The Internet is particularly empowering for Arab-Americans and other "marginal-

ized groups," as they can use this medium to actively engage in and, in some

instances, challenge the debates that foster identification. Through their contribu
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tion to these online dialogues, Arab-Americans contest many of the prevailing

stereotypes and cybertypes that circulate in their virtual and tactile worlds.

In his recently published work The Internet Discourse of Arab-American

Groups, Dr. Lutfi M. Hussein found several common themes within the webpages of

the Arab-American groups that he analyzed for his dissertation. These themes were

identification, responsibilities and challenges, accomplishments, and diversity and

understanding (Lutfi 2009, 137). It is important to note that Lutfi's data was largely

drawn from public organizations. Accordingly, the most recognizable and common

themes among these discourses would be outwardly focused. I will argue that many

of the bloggers that I will analyze henceforth write with a similar awareness of the

publicness of the domain. Although the medium of the Blogosphere is specific and

differs in many ways from other sources on the Internet, and that although blogs

are often less immediately accessible than other websites, the question of public

ness is crucial to any interpretation of these texts.

My belief is confirmed by the 2009 article "Mapping the Arabic Blogosphere:

Politics, Culture, and Dissent," in which authors Bruce Etling, John Kelly, Robert

Faris, and John Palfrey note the development of two distinct forms of public on the

Internet: '''public publics'" and '''private publics'" (Etling et al. 2009, 10): "these new

genres have developed in two principal directions: a) Toward platforms for public

speech that foster an interaction among viewpoints and interface with the traditio

nal mass-mediated public sphere, and; b) Toward better-networked private sphere

platforms where individuals cultivate their social networks, but also where the

like-minded can collect and mobilize mainly outside the view of the uninvited"

(Etling et al. 2009, 8). The Blogosphere exists within the '''public public,'" whereas

password protected forums and social networking websites such as Facebook fall

under the latter category. Unlike "private sphere platforms," blogs are "conducive to

public expression, contestation, and synthesis of ideas" (Etling et al. 2009, 46). Indi

viduals make a distinct decision upon creating blogs to participate in this open



fonn of discourse: "The arguments, opinions, and analyses that are found in the

blogosphere have been intentionally offered up to the world, an open contribution

to public dialogue" (Etling et al. 2009,46). Similarly, Clay Calvert questions peoples'

motives for public "self-disclosure": "why are so many people so willing to over-

share, as it were, so much about their lives with so many people?" (Calvert 2000, 83).

Calvert answers his own question by identifying four likely explanations for this

behavior:

(1) self clarification

(2) social validation and selfvalidation

(3) relationship development

(4) social control (all Calvert 2000,84)

Calvert's initial question is an important one for me to ponder as I begin myanaly-

sis. Why do the Arab-American bloggers' [I have selected] choose to partake in the

Blogosphere? How is the content of these posts influenced by the openness of this

medium? In order to analyze the content of these blogs, it is essential that I consid

er the potential draws of such a '''public public'" fonn of discourse.

My Methodology

To answer these questions and many more, I will use elements from the work of

the authors discussed throughout this and all preceding chapters. I want to exam

ine how bloggers defend the significance or importance of specific claims. I will

ponder the four '''modes of knowing,'" induction, deduction, hearsay, and belief,

that bloggers use to support their opinions, when, and why. In so doing, I hope to

prove that these claims and the methods used to promote them can be observed as

important indicators of identity.

Additionally, I will use James Paul Gee's method of critical discourse analysis,

as described in An Introduction to Discourse Analysis: Theory and Method, to examine

the significance of various linguistic attributes of these blog posts (Gee 2010). Gee

suggests that language derives meaning from its "who" and its "what" (Gee 2010,
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30)

(1) "A 'who' is a socially situated identity, the 'kind of
person' one is seeking to be and enact here and
now" (Gee 2010, 30)

(2) "A 'what' is a socially situated practice, or activity
that the utterance helps to constitute" (Gee 2010,
30)

More simply, one can determine the "who" and the "what" of a given text by asking

the following questions: who is speaking, and what are they trying to do? (Gee

2010, 45). The "who" of a text is articulated through subjects' "social language,"

which Gee defines as, "any variety or style of speaking or writing associated with a

socially situated identity of any sort" (Gee 2010,212). Social languages are a facet of

"Discourse." The difference between these two terms relates to their relative scope:

social language only refers to linguistic distinctions and the identities associated

with these different patterns or styles of verbal/written communication, whereas

Discourse describes both linguistic and non-linguistic choices and actions that es-

tablish/reinforce/etc socially constructed identities (Gee 2010): "[Discourse

encompasses] socially accepted associations among ways of using language, of

thinking, valuing, acting, and interacting, in the 'right' places and at the 'right'

times with the 'right' objects (associations that can be used to identify oneself as a

member of a socially meaningful group or 'social network')" (Gee 2010, 34). Dis

course (with a capital 'D') describes, one could claim, an entire way of being. The

"what," or the "activities," of a text are necessarily detennined by the "who" and

thus reflect the identity of the subject.

Any discussion of social problem construction necessitates a determination

of the "operative" (the "who," or the operative's "socially situated identity") and the

"social problem" or "claim" (the "what," or "activity") of a given text. Gee refers to

all contributions about a certain claim as '''Conversation' with a big 'C'" (Gee 2010,

29), or "all the talk and writing that has gone on in a specific social group or in so

ciety at large around a major theme, debate, or motif" (Gee 2010,29). With the



immense growth of both participants in social problems construction and claims

being made, the identity of these claimants (their social languages or Discourses)

and the causes they support (the Conversations) have become extremely important

elements to analyze. I will be primarily interested in how bloggers' identification as

Arab-American influences their "interpretation of reality" and their engagement in

"'Conversations'" relevant to this community. In the vast majority of blog posts that

I encountered during my research, these elements are deeply entwined.

Example (1): IbishbloCj

The "Who" and the "What" ofIbishBlog

IBISHBLOG
THE WEBLOG OF HUSSEIN IBISH

Submit a Question to
Hussein Ibish

Opinions about Ibish

"Best TV spokesperson for the Arab

Cause"

- New York Press

(Images from Husseinlbish.com)

The second blog post that I will analyze is from IbishBlog, the personal blog of Dr.

Hussein Ibish. Dr. Ibish is an academic, with a doctoral degree in Comparative Lit

erature from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. He is a powerful figure in

the Arab-American community, with years of involvement in Arab-American social,

political, and cultural organizations, a fact that is confirmed by the extensive cata-

logue of published works and media interviews posted on this site. In the section

of his weblog labeled "Bio," Ibish identifies himself as a "Senior Research Fellow at

the American Task Force on Palestine (ATFP) and Executive Director of the Hala

Salaam Maksoud Foundation for Arab-American Leadership" (Ibish 2010). Additio-
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nally, he mentions his fourteen -year tenure as Communications Director for the

American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee (ADC), "the largest Arab-Ameri

can membership organization in the United States," from 1994-2008 (Ibish 2010).

Ibish's "biography," I must note, is closer in style to a professional resume than the

type of personal expose usually found in the Blogosphere.

I mentioned earlier the importance of networking within the Blogosphere, a

testament that both Myers and Maratea return to frequently. Bloggers network by

attaching links inside their blogs to outside sources (eg. personal web logs, news

aggregators, mainstream news sources, social networking websites such as Face

book, etc.). Oftentimes, bloggers use hyperlinks and blogrolls (links to other,

typically topically relevant, blogs) to verify the content of their own blogs (Maratea

2008; Myers 2010). The majority of the blogs that I visited during my research were

organized formulaically. Almost universally, these blogs contained two types of

links: internal links (to old or archived posts within the original blog) and external

links (to other websites and blogs). These hyperlinks, which often appear along the

left or right side of each page, direct the reader to pages or websites that the blog

ger believes may be of interest to his or her audience. My former discussion of

networking is relevant to my present analysis of IbishBlog, because this weblog is

noticeably lacking in external resources. Ibish believes so strongly in his own au

thority that he relies neither upon "hearsay" (described by Myers 2010, 117) nor

upon external sources. In a column situated on the left-hand side of each indi

vidual post, IbishBiog provides his readers with several links divided into sections

according to their content. However, the vast majority of these links are to other

works written by the blogger. For example, the first section is entitled, "Opinions

about Ibish," and features quotes from prominent individuals and press organiza

tions such as Bill O'Reilly, the Nation, Chris Matthews, and the New York Press

(Ibish 2010). "New Media," the following section, provides links to Hussein Ibish's

RSS feed, his Facebook account, and his Twitter page. The third section, which
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most closely resembles a blogroll in the common sense, contains four links. The

following sections direct Internet users to even more sources on, about, or by Hus

sein Ibish. The final sections, in the order they appear on IbishBlog, are: "Recent

blog posts," "Ibish in the News," "Recent Multimedia," "Recent Articles," and "Re

cent Books" (Ibish 2010)

For the purposes of my inquiry, the brief biography provided on IbishBiog

and the implications of his choices regarding hyperlinking will suffice to

contextualize my analysis. The unique style of IbishBiog seems to be the result of

Ibish's celebrity, which would explain a number of the differences between this

blog and the others I will analyze. The key point to keep in mind as I begin my

analysis is that hierarchies are translatable. Just as racial and religious identities

cannot be fully erased in the Blogosphere, neither can other forms of identity

related to capital. Ibish's fame influences the identity he evokes and the Discourse

he communicates through the text of his blog posts. On the basis of these few

elements, I think it is safe to conclude that Hussein Ibish's sense of self (and

self-importance) is intimately tied to his scholarly and professional repute and his

Arab identification.

The Language ofIbishBlog

In his article on the use of "Taglish" (Tagalog and English) in the pan-Philipino Bl

ogosphere, Frank Smedley writes: "blogging, often via narrative, is a means of

negotiating and constructing identities at the interface between the private and

public spheres" (Smedley 2006, 53). Hussein Ibish's linguistic choices reflect his

personal efforts of "negotiating and constructing identities." Ibish goes to great

length to establish his authority and to prove his eminence and intellectualism

within this weblog. The Discourse he enacts, linguistically and practically (regard

ing his decisions in lieu of online networking), stem both from his belief in his

own authority to speak on behalf of Arab- and Muslim-American communities and
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his desire to convince his readers of this fact. In short, Ibish seems motivated to

write in order to secure social validation and social control (Calvert 2000,84).

For example, Hussein Ibish employs several linguistic techniques to establish

the significance of certain terms and thus the overall meaning in the title of the

post I am to analyze: "the 'Mosque controversy' demonstrates how passive and un

organized the Arab and Muslim-Americans truly are" (Ibish 2010). If Ibish merely

wanted to clarify for his readers the specific topic of his posting, he could have

chosen a straightforward, descriptive title. Instead, Ibish opted to use the title to

foreshadow the themes of his text and the eloquence of his language. For example,

rather than address the Islamic center by its given name, or Park51, Ibish referred

to the proposed center as a mosque, an intentional (and sarcastic) nod to the

rhetoric of the center's opponents. The quotation marks surrounding '''Mosque

controversy'" also communicate Ibish's feelings of ambivalence or disdain for the

topic. These punctuation marks are linguistic cues; many English speakers use

quotation marks to highlight certain terms, ideas, phrases, etc., especially for

comedic purposes. As such, the addition of such unnecessary punctuation in the

title is an example of one form "stance-taking" (Myers 2010).

Ibish:" Critique ofthe Arab-American Community

Ibish's primary critique in this blog post concerns the dearth of strong, national

Arab- and Muslim-American organizations. He suggests that American citizens re

ceive a biased image of Arab- and Muslim-Americans from the media and the U.S.

government, among other sources. Inspite of that these communities receive

tremendous attention from the United States' media but rarely (according to his

calculation) seize opportunities to challenge this vitriol. Ibish lays out an explicit

critique of Arab- and Muslim-American communities for their failure to address

the American public's growing prejudice against them. Surprisingly, although Ibish

frequently identifies as both Arab-American and Muslim-American elsewhere (in



other blog posts, to the mass media, etc.), he never acknowledges his identification

with either group anywhere in this post. Throughout his critique, Ibish distances

himself not only from the individuals and groups who have "failed" to defend

themselves; he also erects a border between himself and the Arab-and Mus-

lim-American communities at large. Take, for example, the introductory paragraph

of his post, in which Ibish clearly and openly distances himself from the communi-

ties he is chastising:

The pathetic and ridiculous "controversy" about the plan to
build an Islamic community center a few blocks away from
"Ground Zero," the site of the 9/11 terrorist attacks has
sharply brought into focus, for me at least, one of the most
troubling trends in the Arab-American and Muslim-Ameri
can communities: the scandalous lack of serious political
engagement and the deterioration of virtually all national
organizations that are supposed or claim to represent these
communities or major constituencies within them (Ibish
2010, emphasis added)

This paragraph is worth analyzing on many levels; however, I will focus first upon

the ways that this quotation establishes the tone of the rest of the post and the

identity that Ibish wants to evoke within it. In the Blogosphere, bloggers' commu-

nicate their opinions explicitly and implicitly through their writing. By explicit and

implicit, I refer to the intentionality of this communication or exposure. For exam-

pie, in the quotation above, Ibish uses the appositive, "for me at least," to distance

himself from the errors of his communities, namely, the purported failure of many

Arab- and Muslim- Americans to respond adequately to this '"controversy.''' Logi-

cally, Ibish could not find "the scandalous lack of serious political engagement and

the deterioration of virtually all national organizations" troublesome, if he had

been disengaged from these organizations himself. In the following paragraph,

Ibish writes: "everyone else allowed a small group of Islamophobic and extremist

bloggers and other fanatics to define the issue, most obviously encapsulated in the

utterly misleading phrase 'Ground Zero mosque'" (Ibish 2010). Ibish includes

"else" in this statement to mark positionality and, henceforth, his innocence. Al-



though he neglects to mention who exactly falls within the grouping "everyone

else," he asserts his outsider status. He cannot be blamed for the present state of

affairs because, definitionally, he is addressing people "other" than himself

Later in this post, Ibish warns that the protests against the Park51 Islamic

Center and other mosques, the proposed public burning of the Qur'an, etc., are all

warning signals of, "the grave vulnerability, especially at the cultural and social lev

els, that Muslim and Arab-Americans are presently facing" (Ibish 2010). This

statement seems unremarkable until we recognize the absence of any statement of

identification by Ibish with these two groups. In yet another section, Ibish omits a

subject in the beginning of the following citation to emphasize that this phenome-

nal bias-and the targeted communities' willingness to remain inactive in its

wake-is an issue in which all of his readers should have a stake:

But it is truly striking, and to me shocking, that the Muslim
and Arab-Americans in general and at the national level are
so self-deluded, self marginalized, self-defeating and alien
ated that they appear to be willing to be moving quickly in
the direction of being absolutely passive observers in their
own tragedy (Ibish 2010)

In the above citation, Ibish equates the passivity of "Muslim and Arab-Americans"

regarding this "tragedy" with willed ignorance. He excludes himself from these

communities with use of the third-person plural pronoun, "they," in place of the

first-person plural, "we." The impending doom of which he warns is "their own

tragedy" (emphasis added):

So what this means in practice is that the Muslim and
Arab-Americans are content to be less defended at the
national level on broad cultural and political issues than
they were before 9/11. As communities, they are watching
their organizations deteriorate, become marginalized, lie
fallow or simply remain ineffectual in one way or another
without seriously attempting to do anything about it (Ibish
2010)

One explanation for Ibish's neglect to identify himself as a part of these two com-

munities might be that this oversight permits him to make general, unqualified



statements. It is possible that Ibish assumes that his readers will associate his ex

plicit fear for "Muslim and Arab-Americans" in general with an implicit fear for his

personal well-being. Or perhaps he chooses to underplay his repute as an

Arab-American in order to critique leaders and important figures within these two

communities without appearing hypocritical:

Leadership is required, and that means doing the right
thing in the right way for the right reasons. That is in
exceptionally and perhaps even increasing short supply
among Arab and Muslim-American "leaders" and organi
zations, such as they are (Ibish 2010).

For a person who occupies a position of relative authority and respect for his social

and political engagement, Ibish is startling frank about what he perceives to be the

real functionality of these organizations.

As I cannot assess Ibish's choice to avoid association with Muslim and

Arab-Americans outside of this context, it is impossible to determine whether this

constructed distance is exemplary of his relationship to these communities in gen

eral or simply an anomaly engendered by the topic. Either way, it is an important

question to consider as I begin my analysis of Jamil Shawwa's Arab American

Wire.

Example (2): Jamil Shawwa's Arab-American Wire

Jamil Shawwa 's Arab Ame~re
ArabAmencanWlre WIll focus on analyzing the news and the news behind the news, from all over the world and
on any topiC PolitiCS, peace, democracy and human nghts Will always be the headlines Arts, books, human
relations and human dimenSions Will also be present The site IS positioned to be a bndge that connects events

v1ty. though It IS In the eyes of the beholder, WIll always be paramount

The second blog post I will analyze comes from a weblog entitled Jamil Shawwa's

Arab American Wire. The blog's heading features the following quote:
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ArabAmericanWire will focus on analyzing the news and
the news behind the news, from all over the world and on
any topic. Politics, peace, democracy and human rights will
always be the headlines. Arts, books, human relations and
human dimensions will also be present. The site is
positioned to be a bridge that connects events and people.
Objectivity, though it is in the eyes of the beholder, will
always be paramount (Shawwa 2010)

The above description speaks volumes about Shawwa's positionality and his intent.

Jamil Shawwa emphasizes his group affiliations over his individual accomplish-

ments. He includes very few personal details aside from his location (Virginia) and

his profession (a consultant). He prefaces, through the title of his blog, that this

website should be read as his personal reflections. However, he also consciously

identifies his affiliation as an Arab-American and thus nominates himself as a ca-

pable and willing spokes-person for this community.

Shawwa wrote five blog posts on the Park51 debate between August 20 and

September 23, 2010. He titled these posts, "Mosque in America," parts one through

five. As these posts appear in a topically-focused series, I will analyze them togeth

er. I will acknowledge the exact post in which, for example, a quotation that I cite

appeared; however, I will tend toward a broader analysis of the series in its entire-

ty - the sum of all parts - instead of analyzing each post individually. By looking

into multiple writings by a single blogger, I hope to be able to make some broader

statements about the blogger's stylistic and linguistic choices. Likewise, by analyz-

ing Shawwa's language over time, I am able to observe the ways in which Shawwa's

projected identity varies throughout these texts. When I analyze a single post, the

conclusions that I can make about a person are constricted by the text's singularity.

These limitations do not invalidate the usefulness of these smaller-scale case stud-

ies. I only note them to emphasize the great opportunity that I have been given by

Jamil Shawwa.



Who is Jamil Shawwa?

One of the benefits of analyzing multiple texts by a single blogger is the chance to

explore thematic overlaps. One of the most apparent themes in Shawwa's blog is

his interest in what it means to be American. Specifically, Shawwa dedicates a great

portion of his blog to discussions of identity, whether general or personal, and

throughout these various discussions, two factors are unmistakable: his identifica-

tion as an Arab and his patriotism.

Jamil Shawwa is a proud citizen of the United States, and he announces this

allegiance abundantly throughout this blog series through his patriotic Discourse.

He openly states his interest in "politics, peace, democracy and human rights,"

"human relations and human dimensions." He also includes a small icon of a bald

eagle atop the flag of the United States and omits any image, font-face, etc. that

could be identified as distinctively "Arab" or Middle Eastern. Shawwa's decision to

highlight the "American" aspects of his identity exemplify a trend that Inderpal

Grewal observes in Transnational Feminisms. In this work, Grewal notes that, in the

years since 9/11, individuals deemed threatening to the U.S. are pressured to per-

form their patriotism or "Americanness." In order to challenge others' perceptions

of them as outsiders (at best) and threats (at worst), Arabs, Muslims, South Asians

and other minority groups in the United States use symbols such as the American

flag as a "protective device" and "an affirmation of their future in the United

States" (Grewal, 214). Moreover, Grewal suggests that this flag indicates "loyalty and

national allegiance" (Grewal, 214).

Whether his patriotism is real or performed for his readership, I cannot say;

however, regardless of his authenticity, Shawwa makes a point of displaying this

outward love and respect for the United States until it is unmistakable. Take as an

example the following quote:

America is big enough, strong enough, and confident
enough, to be very tolerant and very forgiving, but above all,
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very pragmatic. America is smart and America is unique and
within its wings, those big comforting wings, it can protect
and embrace all kinds of people (Shawwa 201Od)

Shawwa idealizes the United States as a safe and open place for people of all back-

grounds, faiths, political beliefs, etc. to live and express their individual or

collective identities, under the "protect[ion] and embrace" of the State. Moreover,

Shawwa notes his admiration that, in spite of the diversity of its inhabitants, the

U.S. maintains a distinct essence or character. He chooses the term "Americanism"

to describe this national spirit, which he describes as follows:

[Americanism is] the pure juice that oozes through the veins
from being the melting pot and from being the blender and
the mixer (...) In defending those that for a religious, or
ethnic reason are not considered part of the majority or part
of the trend, America defends it's existence, America knows
that to continue to be the most powerful nation on earth, it
must embrace every human being, every American,
regardless of his or her religion, background, color, ethnic
group (Shawwa 201Od)

As the citation above nicely illustrates, Shawwa's understanding of what it means

to be American is deeply rooted in the ideals of the United States Constitution. He

constantly reiterates his fondness for his amendment rights, specifically the right to

speech and the freedom of religion. For Shawwa, plurality is a fundamental ele-

ment of U.S. society, as are principles of egalitarianism and non-discrimination that

he believes are so clearly elucidated in these documents.

In spite of his tremendous idealism and optimism, Shawwa is also keenly

aware and forward about the sources of controversy around the Islamic center in

New York: intolerance, bigotry, Islamophobia. His argument is that Islam is not the

problem; it is an integral part of "the religious mosaic of America" (Shawwa 20lOe).

Shawwa views opposition to the building of this Islamic Center on the basis of its

location as a form of terrorism; he argues that the real "terrorism" that Americans

should fear is the blind hatred carried by certain cadres of the U.S. population of

innocent Muslims and Arabs (Shawwa 2010b). He even goes so far as to state that

anyone who opposes the Park 51 project is also opposing these fundamental values
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of the United States and is thus "un-American." He argues that people claiming

disapproval of the project's location because they find it insensitive are using the

tragedy of September 11,2001 to argue for a state of exception.

Those voices are the dangerous ones, they are asking the
Muslims to go to a corner, to be isolated, to have certain
areas that they can build their mosques on and that they
cannot, they are asking the Muslims to be treated like the
Japanese during World War II (Shawwa 201Ob)

In reality, Shawwa attests, their opposition has little to do with the physical space

and its meaningfulness and is instead a statement on their desire for a level of so

cial control that would allow for the exclusion and isolation of Muslims and Arabs

from the American mainstream. Shawwa contends, at several points throughout

this series, that the the Park51 / "Ground Zero" mosque debate could have terrible

repercussions not only for Muslim- and Arab-Americans but for the entire popula-

tion of the United States. The desire to, "deny legitimate entities, by legitimate

American citizens from expressing their legitimate and constitutional right to build

and practice their religion anywhere in America" would be a "catastrophic consti-

tutional breach that should be fought using all the legal and the constitutional

means" (Shawwa 2010b):

The issue right now is not Muslim, mosque, or ground zero
buildings, the issue goes deep into what we believe in as
Americans, do we believe in our constituation or do we
believe in the constitution if it fits certain criteria and
certain people or certain beliefs (...) There is a campaign to
terrorize anyone that stands for the constitution and this
must be stopped, not because it is right or wrong, or
because people are asking other people to be kind or nice,
far from it. It must be stopped because it is unconstitutional
and must be fought using all the legal means (Shawwa
201Oa)

From his viewpoint, the open hostility and intolerance for Muslims, Arabs, and Is

lam more generally is deeply troublesome. However, even more alarming to

Shawwa is the fact that bias and xenophobia have created an environment wherein

people, such as President Barak Obama and Mayor Bloomberg, are demonized for



defending Muslim- and Arab-Americans' constitutional rights. Below, he summa

rizes Mayor Michael Bloomberg's explanation for his support of this controversial

project:

[Bloomberg said that] it is all about protecting the first
amendment to the US constitution, freedom of speech, and
[that] it is not up to the government to tell people where to
pray and where to build their place of worship. (...) [He said]
we could not just protect freedom of expression and religion
in incidents that are to our likes, but we must protect it
when it is for things that we do not like (Shawwa 201Oe)

In some ways, Shawwa is a pragmatist. He is hopeful that tolerance is a possibility

in the future; however, in these writings, he is largely concerned with the legal is

sues of this project rather than the moral or ethical. This focus is yet another way

of broadening the relevancy of his writing. Yes, he is writing from an Arab-Ameri-

can perspective; however, he is discussing issues that could have real, tangible

repercussions for the society of the United States at large.

Readingfor "Identities": Explicit & Implicit

Although Shawwa never explicitly states his intended audience, I found several in-

dications that his writing is not intended to be exclusive of non-Muslim and

non-Arab readers. Shawwa never allows Arabic or Islamic terms to stand on their

own without providing a comprehensible definition. For example, he writes:

"America does not have any problem with the head cover or even Elniqab, the veil

that covers the face altogether" (Shawwa 2010d). If Shawwa were addressing mem

bers of the Arab-American community, it is very unlikely that he would provide a

definition of this term.

Additionally, it is worth noting that Shawwa not only addresses a (non-Mus-

lim, non-Arab) American audience; he also writes from an un-hyphenated

"American" perspective. That is to say that Shawwa never expressly identifies him

self as a Muslim- or an Arab-American, aside from the explicit statement of such in



his blog's title; the collectivity he appears to be addressing (and including himself

within) is neither Arab- nor Muslim-American but "American" without a qualifier. I

feel safe in making this statement for several reasons. For one, whenever Shawwa

uses inclusive pronouns such as "we," "us" and "our," he keeps the identity of the

group to whom he is referring and in which he is including himself ambiguous,

with a few exceptions during which he openly identifies himself as an "American"

(eg. "the issue goes deep into what we believe in as Americans" (Shawwa 2010b)).

Another prime example reads:

We need to start looking at people not from the very narrow
lens of whether they like us or not but from the wide
spectrum of who they are, what they stand for and what are
their actions and behaviors (Shawwa 201Oa) .

I read this sentence as addressed to the American people; however, this interpreta-

tion could be invalid. I believe that the ambiguous inclusivity of unqualified group

statements is, at least in part, intentional.

One could explain the absence of inwardly-focused identity commentary in

Shawwa's work as, again, a tactic for broadening his audience. Or perhaps he dis

tances himself from these identities as a means of asserting his impartiality.

Ultimately, Shawwa's impetus for avoiding discussion of his Arab identity in these

spheres is a part of his attempt for "social validation and self validation" (Calvert

1997,84). Shawwa wants to convince both his readers and himself of the authentic

ity of his "Americanness." For example, at the end of his first entry in the "Mosque

in .America" series, he writes:

The building of the Mosque in New York City got the
needed approval. I mean, this is America; it is for all faiths
and believes. Same position I would have taken if it was for
a church or a synagogue or any place of worship. I would
have used the same words and the same sentences if this
happened to a synagogue or a church (Shawwa 201Oa)

Shawwa's concern with this issue is disconnected from his personal allegiances

and identifications. His vested interest in the Park51 project arises from his belief
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in the sanctity of the Constitution of the United States ofAmerica.

In spite of his claims to the contrary, I believe that Shawwa's identification as

an Arab- and Muslim-American and thus his personal stake in the outcome of this

debate are important factors to consider as we read his texts. Although Shawwa

may not talk expressly about his Arab and Muslim identities, he makes his aIle-

giances clear through his discussions ofIslam, non-Arabs and non-Arab countries,

African-American brands of Islam, etc. For example, he attributes changes in U.S.

opinion regarding Islam at least in part to the Iranian Revolution of 1979 and the

establishment of a ShT'T-led government, the Lebanon hostage crisis, the Saudi

Arabian oil boycott, and to Mrican-American interest in Islam within the United

States, especially as articulated by Muhammad Ali and Malcolm X (Shawwa 2010c).

These changes were not wholly negative; for example, he extols Muhammad Ali for

his involvement in Sunni Islam and the Saudis for resisting U.S. pressure. In spite

of these few positive results, Shawwa claims that the most lasting and devastating

effect was the conflation of Islamic and Arab identities: "the media media started

after that to connect Islam and the Arabs and started to mix between the belief and

the politics, looking at the religion as the reason for the problem rather than

looking at the politics and the people" (Shawwa 2010c). It is interesting to note that

he places blame for the changes squarely on the shoulders of non-Arab Muslims

(Iranians and Mrican-Americans). He even goes so far as to demean the forms of

Islam practiced by these two groups, African-American Islam and "Iranian Islam"

(Shawwa 2010c), as distinct from, "the regular Islam, the Arab Islam" (Shawwa

2010c), or "the core Sunni Islam as the majority of Muslims believe" (Shawwa

2010c). He continues:

The regular/average person in the street did not see
anything else but radicals calling themselves Muslims
hijacking, kidnapping and killings, as in the same period the
series of kidnapping American and Westerners in Beirut
Lebanon. Everything was working to elevate Islam to world
prominence but in a radical and not friendly way. The whole
world started to fear the Arabs and Muslims (...J because of
that portrayed Islam, that is the radical version, not



necessarily only the Iranian version but other versions that
are more radical and more deadly (Shawwa 201Oc)

Once again, Shawwa provides an example-the Lebanon hostage crisis-for which

ShT'T Muslims were found (or at least presumed) guiltyl A bit later in the article, he

acknowledges that Arabs are at least somewhat culpable for this negative image;

however, he still refrains from associating Sunni Islam with any of these "radical"

activities: "In the 90s, we witnessed the rise of the so called the Mujahedeen, those

mainly Arabs and Asians, Pakistanis and Mghani fighters who fought with America,

Europe, and the SunniArab countries" (Shawwa 20lOc, emphasis added). By stating

that "America, Europe and Sunni Arab countries" challenged these mujahedeen,

Shawwa expiates these two regions and this sect-presumably his own-of all

guilt

Identity Need Not be Asserted to be Recognized

In spite of Jamil Shawwa's attestations of impartiality and Hussein Ibish's refusal

to associate with Arab- and Muslim-Americans, their positionality is perceivable

between the lines of their posts. In a way, these texts are the perfect example of the

potency of language to transmit messages about identity. Even within the perfor

mative realm of the Blogosphere, bloggers are not in complete control of their

projected social identities. Both authors avoids discussing their Arab and Muslim

identities at all costs, in favor of generalized commentary written from an "Ameri-

can" perspective. What Ibish and Shawwa fail to realize is that their identities are

communicated by much more than the edited blocks of texts they provide on their

blogs. Their language is a function of these identities. The stories they choose to

tell, the words and phrases they use to tell them, the audience they address in so

doing-these factors and many more are potently at work in the construction of

1 Hizbollah, a ShT'T "terrorist" organization based in Lebanon, and the govenment of Iran have both
been blamed far the kidnappings (Ranstarp 1997).
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online identity.

The issue of language choice complicates the accessability of texts in the

online domain. My data contains texts written in both Arabic and English, and I

must consider the varying factors that might contribute to an Arab-American blog

gers choice to use one or the other. Is this decision an outgrowth of comfort or

fluency? Audience address? Accessibility? Content? I will ask these questions in the

following section, but first, I will provide a bit of background on the Arabic lan-

guage in the United States to contextualize.

Arabic in the U. S.: a BriefOverview

Arabic has been spoken within the United States since the First Wave of Syrian

immigrants landed in the late nineteenth century. Its use has fluctuated at various

points in American history. At various points in U.S. history, Arabic has flourished

within cultural and religious groups, literary circles, classrooms, newspapers, jour-

nals, homes, and beyond; however, during periods of increased assimilation, it was

among the first traditions to abandoned by Arabs in America2

Language preservation within the Arab-American population only became a

major concern in the post-World War I era. As was previously stated, the earliest

First Wave immigrants were sojourners. Their residency in the United States was

thought to be (and often was) temporary. After World War I, as Syrians began to

settle permanently in the U.S., acculturation and English language-acquisition be-

2 The Pen League (~\ 4..k.;1)\) is likely the most famous Arab-American literary association, featuring
notable members such as Khalil Gibran and Ameen Rihani (Katibah & Ziadeh 1946, 13).



came crucial to their success in this nation. Syrian immigrants' desire to assimilate

often limited their ability to preserve the linguistic aspect of their Arab heritage. As

Alixa Naff writes, "attempts to teach Arabic to children at home and in private

schools competed unsuccessfully with the Americanization process" (Naff 1983,19,

via Bale 2010, 130). Under the influence of the assimilationist ethic of this period,

some immigrants went so far as to discourage use of Arabic in order to foster

"Americanization" (Rouchdy 2001,85-87; Kayyali 2006, 23-32; Bale 2010, 130; Naff

1983,19; Marvasti & McKinney 2004, 8-9; Suleiman 1987; Suleiman 1999a).

However, in the post-1960s era, language because a source of community

building and group identification. The influx of immigrants from the Arab region

combined with growing prejudice against "Arab" people within the United States

led to a rejuvenation of the language within the Arab-American community, for

whom Arabic became a source of in-group solidarity. As Aliya Rouchdy writes, Ara

bic "is a common denominator that is bringing Arab speakers together, whether in

the Arab World or among ethnic groups in the diaspora. It is an expression of

identity" (Rouchdy 2001, 88). In other words, Rouchdy suggests that Arab-Ameri

cans use Arabic to create boundaries, often defensively, such as when the group

feels particularly marginalized by or isolated from "mainstream" America (Rouchdy

2001; Katibah & Ziadeh 1946; Bale 2010; Suleiman 2004; Marvasti & McKinney

2004)

According to the 2000 U.S. census, eight hundred and fifty thousand Ameri

cans claimed to be of solely Arab ancestry (Brittingham & de la Cruz 2005, 1). Of

the 850,000, sixty-nine percent (69%) "spoke a language other than English at

home" (Brittingham & de la Cruz 2005, 10). Forty-four percent of all Arab-Ameri

cans identify as highly proficient in both English and anon-English language;

twenty-four-point-four percent (24.4%) of Arab-Americans are less than proficient

in English (Brittingham & de la Cruz 2005, 10). Only approximately thirty-one per

cent ofArab-Americans speak only English inside their homes (Brittingham & de la



Cruz 2005, 19). To this day, Arabic is consistently among the top ten most common

ly spoken languages in the U.S., excluding Spanish and English (Bale 2010, 135).

Bilingualism in the Blogosphere

To return to my discussion of language choice in the Arab-American blogosphere,

I should note that I was unable to find any quantitative, statistical research on this

issue. However, Etling, Kelly, Faris, and Palfrey's article, cited previously, contains

interesting data on language use in the Arabic-language Blogosphere, which will

help to contextualize my observations. Specifically, Etling and his colleagues dis

covered that expatriates comprised only five percent of this study's sampling of

over 10,000 blogs from the Arabic language blogosphere. Even more remarkably,

only three percent of these expatriates were found to live outside of the Arab

World. Yet, within the "English bridge," or blogs that contain both Arabic and Eng

lish language content, sixteen point-seven percent (16.7%) of bloggers are

expatriates (Etling et al. 2009, 9-11, 19-20). However, the researchers also note that

thirteen percent of the blogs in their sample were geographically untraceable.

Overall, "despite the low levels of freedom of speech in the region, sixty four per

cent (64%) ofbloggers use their name when writing, while only thirty seven percent

(37%) blog anonymously, or use an obvious pseudonym" (Etling et al. 2009, 36). In

terestingly, in 2004, Herring, Scheidt, Bonus and Wright found 92.2% of all

bloggers identified themselves by name: 31.4% by full name, 36.2% by first name,

and 28.7% by pseudonym. Likewise, the researchers observed, "more than half

(54%) provide some other explicit personal information (e.g., age, occupation, geo

graphic location)" (Herring et al 2004, 5)

Therefore, with an acknowledgment that the identity and geographical locale

of Internet users can be extremely difficult to determine (and even harder to con

firm) from user-provided information alone, I believe that Etling, Kelly, Faris and

Palfrey's study displays pertinent, reliable information on the use ofArabic by Arab
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expatriates, especially in comparison with the earlier research of Herring and col

leagues. With these numbers in mind, let us return to my previously-stated

question: what is the utility of writing blog posts in Arabic?

The Significance ofCode-Switching in Online Narratives

I will use Einar Haugen's 1973 definition of code-switching, which I first encoun

tered in Rouchdy's text on the use of Arabic in Arab-American communities.

Haugen defines the code-switching as, "the alternate use of two languages includ

ing everything from the introduction of a single, unassimilated word up to a

complete sentence or more in the context of another language" (Haugen 1973,521;

Rouchdy 2001, 80-1). Rouchdy explains that code-switching occurs within the com

munication of conversation partners or groups who share competency in two or

more languages and can thus switch between (or among) these languages willfully.

A person's decision to code-switch, in my understanding, can result from any num

ber of both internal and external forces: environment, language competency, whim,

relationship of communicators, or deference.

Although code-switching often refers specifically to the use of two languages

in a single text or conversation, I will employ this term in a more general sense

specifically, to characterize bloggers who use multiple languages in blog posts, their

entire blog, and those individuals who locate themselves within the United States

but write in Arabic. Greg Myers makes an important statement about the function

of code-switching in the Blogosphere: "language choice does not tell where you are;

it tells whom you want to read your text" (Myers 2010, 56). Even outside of the

transgressive space of the Internet, diasporic communities face difficult decisions

regarding language-choice in all media interactions. Therefore, I think it is relevant

to think about the last category of bloggers as code-switchers as well.

Before I being my analysis, I must mention the great difficulty I encountered

during my search for Arabic language blogs written by Arab-Americans, not to



mention those that contained postings relevant to my present research. As we saw

previously, the Arabic-language Blogosphere is dominated by Arab nationals. The

nwnber of Arab-Americans blogging in Arabic is likely very small. these two facts

are compounded by the (often impossible) challenge of identifying the bloggers'

locations, not to mention their nationalities, when not explicitly stated. Further

more, bloggers who post predominantly in Arabic often use specific blog services

marketed mthin the Arab World, so it can become extremely difficult and tiresome

to pore through topically-related texts by Arab nationals or posts written by

Arab-Americans but topically irrelevant.

In short, one could asswne that Arab-American bloggers who write in Arabic

are disperse, disparate, and diverse. Language choice in the Blogosphere is a

deeply personal choice, which I will certainly analyze; however, I am more interest

ed in its social fWlction. By writing in Arabic, bloggers direct their writings to a

specific, linguistically-privileged audience. In so doing, they erect bOWldaries

wherein and in-and-out groups are clearly established. The target audience of

these Arabic posts is not necessarily the ''American'' Arab commWlity (those, I

should add, who even speak Arabic) but a transnational, "global" Arab community.

The inclusion and exclusion that this choice manifests has more to do with the in

clusion of Arabs (or speakers ofArabic) than the exclusion. In swn, codeswitching by

Arab-American bloggers is a form of bOWldary-making; language choice deter

mines who can read their posts, regardless of their readers' location.

Example (3): Mona Eltahawy's 8109

pholographs ond evenls visit mono s lull sIte



Image from MonaEltahawy.com

The first Arabic-language blog post I will analyze was written by Mona Eltahawy

for the Common Ground News Service, a website run by the Washington,

D.C.-based organization the Search for Common Ground. The Common Ground

News Service (CGNS) differs from the previous two blogs in that it contains posts

and articles by multiple authors writing on topics relevant to Islam, the Middle

East, the Arab World, and

Muslim-Western relations. Technically, this website would not be considered a

blog; however, I have chosen to use Eltahawy's post in spite of this fact for several

reasons.

Mona Eltahawy's article entitled "Hey America, I'm Muslim: Let's Talk

(Q~ Gy~K:.r1 l:~ GIl" is relevant to my analysis of the Blogosphere for

several reasons. Although it appears that Eltahawy initially wrote this piece for the

CGNS, she also posted English-version of the text on her personal blog. This factor,

among many others that I will touch upon throughout my analysis, arouses impor

tant questions: How do blog posts change when they are destined for publication

outside of the author's personal blog? Why did Eltahawy choose to re-post only the

English translation on her personal blog? Does the significance of bilingual com

munication on the Internet change in relation to translation (versus independent

usage)? I hope to answer these and many other questions in the pages to follow.

Meeting Mona

So, who is Mona Eltahawy, and why was she asked to contribute in an official

manner to the debate surrounding the proposed Islamic Center in New York City?

Eltahawy is a prize-winning Egyptian-American journalist, commentator, public

speaker, and activist. Like Hussein Ibish, she is an important figure in the

Arab-American community and functions as its representative and spokeswoman

with great frequency. In the biography section of her website, Eltahawy mentions
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current employment with the Toronto Star, The Jerusalem Report, and Politiken, in

addition to past work for The Washington Post, the International Herald Tribune, and

others. She also notes stints during which she taught and researched at institutes

of higher education in North and Central America. Prior to her current work and

her immigration to New York in 2000, Eltahawy worked as a Middle East corre-

spondent in various countries throughout the region. She has won prizes for her

journalism and her work on behalf of Muslim and Arab groups, with whom she

willingly and openly identifies (Eltahawy 2011)

Using Personal Narratives in Claims-Making

In their journal article on an online discussion forum about Ground Zero, Frances-

ca Polletta and John Lee found that personal storytelling and narrative claims are

useful tactics in social problem construction. This forum was designed to allow a

select group of New Yorkers to contribute to the planning process for Ground Zero.

Polletta and Lee discovered that participants used narratives as to, "illustrate the

ramifications of a plan, authorize the speaker's perspective where he or she lacked

conventional expertise, challenge the universality of ostensibly universal principles,

and push for the inclusion of new issues on the deliberative agenda" (Polletta &

Lee 2006, 713) In "Hey America, I'm Muslim Let's Talk (L.;y~L.>:.:r\ l:~ L.;\
~

Q~)," Eltahawy uses a series ofvignettes, or "narrative claims" (Polletta & Lee

2006) from her experiences demonstrating at the proposed site of Park51 to engage

in all of the activities of claims-making listed above. Namely, Eltahawy uses the nar

rative form to illustrate the dangers of and challenge Islamophobia (or, opposition

to Park51), to establish her personal stake in this issue, to arouse the readers' sym

pathy, to convey the importance of this issue to her readers and to encourage them

to engage in similar forms of activism. The majority of the time, she refrains from

explicitly stating these ideas, and when she does, they are interspersed throughout

the text in a way that leads her readers feel as though they arrived at these conclu-
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sions independently.

Eltahawy's identity is apparent from the title, which also illustrates the

proactive attitude toward Islamophobia that she espouses throughout the

remainder of her text. Eltahawy expresses her desire to be recognized as Muslim as

both personal and political. Gary David suggests that this type of activism,

especially when accompanied by outspoken statements of identification, is "used

by those who do not possess readily observable cultural features to achieve

legitimacy as members of the Arab-American community" (David 2007, 847). As

Eltahawy is not "physically" definitively Muslim (nor, presumably, as Arab), she has

to make a point to actively identify herself with these identities:

As a Muslim woman who doesn't wear a headscarf, I'm
often mistaken for a Latina and other ethnicities that my
features match. But as anti-Muslim sentiment has risen
across the United States, so has my urge to say: "Hey
America: I'm a Muslim. Let's talk."

Gl."..:>-&.. I~ ''-;;' l..:,...:..J I . ,..,J.:; 'J :c.....L..o illS
~. )l.5"'-;' ')l.,~ r:' J.J-'"rCr" ) I ,~'J~)
~L! yJl.wl '-".. _ L......u, ~oL......JI ;-Li....Ji~W
Gl" ~lP wy4! J.;G ~I)o ""JJ ~jS ~l;:; ,i~1

• (Eltahawy 2010a+b) "...:oJ.>.::.j Gyo ,~/,l ~:c...L.,.,

She wants to challenge the public's conceptions of Muslims and Arabs by affiliat

ing herself with these vilified groups. She wants to reestablish this identity as one

of which people should be prideful and open. Yet, "Muslim" can only cease to be a

dirty word when non-Muslims (specifically, non-Muslim-Americans) abandon their

negative conceptions of Islam for positive, or at least neutral, ones. By explicitly

personalizing this issue, Eltahawy invites her audience to empathize with her and

to recognize the baselessness of this prejudice.

Nonetheless, Eltahawy also recognizes that this tactic is not always the

easiest, the fastest, or even the best one, especially in settings where personal

exchange is unlikely or impossible. For example, she states that supporters of

Park51 have the best chance of changing opponents' minds if they base their

support for its construction on the U.S. Constitution and the right to freedom of
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religion. She acknowledges that this argument skirts the issue underlying their

opposition, or prejudice against Muslims and the religion of Islam; but, she seems

to imply that different means must sometimes be employed to meet smaller goals

in this case, the right to build - that will ultimately work in favor of the larger goal.

Specifically, she notes that individuals who feel strongly enough about this issue to

rally III the streets are more likely to recognIze the fundamentally

un-Constitutional nature of their request than to become aware of their personal

bigotry after a quick exchange or sidewalk debate. The eradication of the larger

problem of intolerance, according to Eltahawy, requires more and more regular

interaction between Muslims and non-Muslim-Americans.

Eltahawy is practical; she readily acknowledges that these interactions will be

difficult to coordinate and even harder to control. Nevertheless, she seeks to prove

the potential benefits of such exchanges by including several "success stories," or

productive interactions with opponents, in this post. I cannot be certain, but I

presume that Eltahawy had numerous encounters, both positive and negative, with

opponents during her four days as a demonstrator. She chose which snippets of

conversations to mention in her post, thereby manipulating the messages that her

readers take from her recollections. Additionally, Eltahawy seems to have selected

interactions that speak to, and try to uproot, commonly-held fears. For example, in

the following exchange Eltahawy uses her identity, and her assumed role as

defender of this identity, to problematize the conflation of Islam and terrorism:

"Can't you see that you're hurting people's feelings by
building so close to Ground Zer01 Think of the victims'
families." "Can you see when you ask me a question like
that you're assuming that I had something to do with the
attacks on 91111" I answered. "Those men were Muslim
but it was 19 men. None of us here had anything to do
with it"

Ih~ .l:..,JI J)l>. <f U""l:JI.;,fL:-. cr.~y;..xl cr.;; '11"
cr.;; J"" "l:~1 u)\O~ lSP ~HI c!Y' <f '-;-'y1.Il
.........,;~ d.oU I; . <' '11'" .. IL:::; L...L:....Y d.ol

U .. '-..1-- >'<> ~ ~~ '"

"~~ / J.J.:I CJ:4~ lS:>WI6~ ;C;)I.y J ..:.-0[5' .ol
~I;;IS~J 'Cr,,; I oJ~)I.'1'p ~~"~I
".Q..L>- L.-: UJ\...y L.:.....", L.:...... ..L>-'1 . <' . " I k ~. ~, .:).r-.-



(Eltahawy 201Oa+b)'

I believe that Eltahawy relayed this particular exchange in her post, because it is

decisively empowering. To save space, I did not include the end of this vignette, but

I doubt you will be surprised to discover that it ended in a hug. She challenges this

woman's connection between Islam and terrorism on two levels: first, by problema-

tizing the woman's assumption of her guilt, and second, by appealing to facts and

data. Those "19 men" were Muslim, she readily agrees, however, she heartily con-

tests attributing their brand ofIslam to the Muslim masses. Practically, Eltahawy is

trying to convince this woman and her readers that Islam is benign. However, to

achieve this goal, she creates an unfortunate us-versus-them dichotomy, with the

terrorists responsible for the 9/11 attacks on one end of an Islamic pole and the

pro-Park51 demonstrators ("us here") on the other. She creates a similar divide in

another vignette, in which she indulges the popular notion that Islam is misogynis-

tic and patriarchal:

Mary wanted to know how, as a woman, I could remain a
Muslim when Muslim women were treated so badly. I
told her I would be lying if I denied that women in
Muslim-majority countries enjoyed equal rights but also
said I belonged to a movement called Musawah, which
means equality and which aims for equality and justice
in the Muslim family by working to remove misogynistic
and male-dominated interpretations of Islam (Eltahawy
2010a)

As a female activist for Arab and Muslim causes in the United States, I expect Elta

hawy fields similar questions all of the time. She anticipated this prejudice and

3 For clarification, the first speaker in the citation is Mary, and the respondent is Eltahawy.



responded accordingly. One could argue that her decision not to beg the ques

tion-but, more importantly, to highlight it in this post-again shows a willingness

to engage certain biases head-on, for better or for worse. It could be argued, for

example, that Eltahawy indulges certain prejudices in order to sway her readers.

Perhaps, for example, she indulges this woman's belief that Arab and Muslim soci-

eties are male-dominated, because her concern is less for the world's populations

of Muslims and Arabs than for the members of these communities living within the

United States. Though problematic, Eltahawy thus establishes the same kind of di

chotomy that she created between the demonstrators and the 9/11 terrorists to

differentiate Muslims like her, or liberal-leaning, progressive Western Muslims, and

the conservative Muslims living in "Muslim-majority countries.'"

As the two examples above indicate, Eltahawy often resorts to discourses of

similarity and difference in her effort to create a sympathetic image of Arab- and

Muslim-Americans. She even panders to some of the same cliched preconceptions

she is trying to dispute. When she fears prejudice-such as anti-Islamic senti

ments-may weaken the receptiveness of her readers to her message of similarity,

Eltahawy emphasizes areas of commonality or attributes that the American public

deems respectable, ego gender equality or opposition to terrorism. Eltahawy seems

to argue that the anti-Muslim sentiment that causes people to, for example, protest

the building of the Park51 Islamic center is largely the product of ignorance. Elta

hawy argues that humans are fundamentally good and tolerant. Under "proper"

conditions, people coexist peacefully. The problem of intolerance arises, in her

view, when people form opinions about others on the basis of anything other than

personal experience. If opponents interacted with Muslims, they would surely ap-

preciate that the vast majority of Muslims bear no resemblance to the small

4 There are many possible explanations for Eltahawy's inclusion of these passages., and, ultimately, I
cannot make a decisive conclusion about her motives. Instead, it's worth exploring what implications
their inclusion could have on her readers. Again, I am not in a position to speak on behalf of her
"audience" generally; I would never assert to have such authority. But I can comment briefly upon my
reaction, as a female student of anthropology and of Islam. Again, speaking only from my own
experiences and for only myself, I find Eltahawy's story choices deeply apologetic.
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minority responsible for September 11; for "everyday" Muslims, Islam has nothing

to do radicalism, violence, conservatism, anti-American ideas, etc. She justifies this

assumption by induction, or by providing specific examples that, in her mind, illus-

trate her beliefs. Specifically, Eltahawy recounts interactions with two female

protesters, Meryl and Mary, as evidence of humans' ability to live harmoniously

with mutual respect and understanding. She describes the arc of the conversations,

which began with the women interrogating her about jihad and patriarchy and

ended in embrace. Eltahawy ends her post with a similarly positive account:

I often went home not just ready to collapse but
wondering if I had at all helped to stem that wave of
anti-Muslim sentiment. Does talking to six or seven
people change anything? One man who identified as a
liberal Christian stopped to ask general questions about
Islam. He had many. After talking for about half an hour,
he thanked me and said it was the best conversation he
had had about the religion. So I have to believe that my
"Hey America: I'm a Muslim, let's talk" campaign is worth
it (Eltahawy 2010).'

I am interested in looking at how these Arab-American bloggers design their posts.

So, in this example, a more relevant and useful question to ask would be why Elta-

hawy uses personal narrative to justify her active support for Park51. A reasonable

interpretation would be that she utilized these three narratives to subtly nudge her

readers to action. Her point? That an individual's capacity to fight intolerance and

prejudice may be limited, but the more people who engage in similar forms of ac-

tivism, the greater the possibility that widespread change will occur.

Example (4): NajjarH1

The second Arabic-language blog I selected for analysis comes from an untitled

blog from the Arabic blog service, Yahoo! Maktoob Blog, a joint venture between

the Yahoo! Corporation and Maktoob, Inc., an Arab Internet provider. Maktoob

5 I cannot verifY whether or not these tales are fictional; however, any endeavor to do so would be futile
for my work.
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Blog contains a function that allows users to browse bloggers by country (if and

when this information is provided). Interestingly, Maktoob Blog does not enable

searches within country groupings, so I was unable to use keywords such as

"Park51," "mosque (~),""New York (~).J: ~)," "Cordoba Institute (:i..:1.; ~),"
etc. to eliminate U.S.-based bloggers who had become inactive or whose postings

were irrelevant to my research. Fortunately, after sifting through a number of blogs

devoted to poetry, religion, international politics, and the like, I stumbled upon the

blog of NajjarHl.

NajjarH1 is the Maktoob Blog username of New York-based engineer Hisham

Najjar. This username occurs in Najjar's blog in its web address only; elsewhere,

Najjar refers to himself using his full name and/or the moniker "Engineer," which,

according to his profile and the content of his postings, is also his profession.

Engineer / Hisham Najjar provides only the most basic information on his profile:

his location (US), his gender (male), and his profession ("professional"). His blog

contains no biography; all relevant information I will mention henceforth is

contained within his postings. The vast majority of his writings are exclusively in

Arabic.

NajjarHl: Otherwise known as Hisham Najjar / Engineer

The post from Hisham Najjar's blog that I will analyze has two titIes, one in English

and one in Arabic: "The Islamic Center in New York, from Muslim Aspect" and

"The Islamic Center in New York, and the Organized Attack on its Construction

(-.Jl:.;~ ., \;', II ~I.J ~)Y.~ ci </~ ';:11 j5'r-l l)." As you might imagine, the

two titIes correspond with two separate posts, the former written in English and

the latter in Arabic. I will analyze these texts simultaneously, with specific care giv

en to areas of disparity. Najjar defends his support for Park51 with two separate

claims: that the Constitutional rights of citizens of the United States cannot be se

lectively applied, and that the construction of an Islamic center in this location will



bring about positive, rather than negative, change to this neighborhood.

Unlike Eltahawy's posts, Najjar's are not identical. The two posts are

sufficiently similar so as to suggest comparison; yet, upon examination, differences

in their respective organization, style, and, perhaps most importantly, content

become exceedingly apparent. These disparities are especially important to

consider, because Najjar invites the texts' comparison. At the beginning of his

Arabic post, Najjar states: "This article will be translated into English and

circulated on American websites ely J9 ~.J "':.i:,l"..}:1I..;JJ~~ ..JlA....JI oh

~.r-"'I"(Najjar 2010a) At the beginning of his English post, Najjar links to the

Arabic post, which he refers to (in Arabic) as "the Arabic copy / 4....,...-;~1 4...>..........1"

(Najjar 2010b). As a bilingual reader, I immediately noticed areas of deviation and

grew curious as to why Najjar would present the texts as direct translations or

interchangeable copies. Although portions of directly-translated text are present in

both versions, "The Islamic Center in New York, and the Organized Attack on its

Construction (-.Jl:.; J9 ., G', II ...._;;-,_~.lI.J ~)Y.~ J </~ ';:11 j5'r-l l)" contains large

sections that are absent from the English posting and vice versa. These differences

correspond to two of the tactics of evidence-marking: induction and deduction. For

example, Najjar is clear in both texts that his interest in the Park51 controversy is

personal as well as political.

He identifies himself as a Muslim-American immigrant who is an active and

contributing member of both identity groups. However, there is great variance in

the style uses and, in certain areas, the content Najjar includes to make his points.

To illustrate these differences, I will compare the two English paragraphs below

the first is from Najjar's English post, and the second is my translation of Najjar's

Arabic, posted below:

I am an American Muslim, New York City is my home and
my work place, where my children have established roots
and my grandchildren were born. I have utilized forty
years of my Engineering experience to help my city,
seized by corruption and Crime. One of my tasks when I
was selected as a construction project Manager to
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manage and supervise the Forensic Laboratory in NYC,
one of the largest laboratory for crime detection
nationwide (Najjar 2010b)

New York is my home and my work place, where my
children have established roots and my grandchildren
were born. 1 have more ofa right to it than those who were
born and whose ancestors were born here, where they are
permitted to work but continue to live on taxpayers' money. As
a Us. citizen from New York City, 1 have every right to fix this
city, which is seized by corruption and crime. I am
honored that that I, as a Muslim, was entrusted with the
management and supervision of the construction of one
of the largest crime detection labs.

In the second citation, the underlined and italicized text is that which is absent

from the first citation, and, therefore, the English posting. I will begin by noting

very obvious differences: where and how Najjar introduces himself as a Muslim. In

the English text, Najjar identifies his religious beliefs before commenting upon any

other identification. In his Arabic text, however, this identification more-or-less as a

parenthetical statement; one could assume that he would have been proud to ac

cept this position regardless of his religious identity. The location of this sentence

in both texts could be interpreted in many ways. Perhaps, for example, Najjar chose

to locate this identification early in his English post out of concern that, on ac

count of his language of communication, his readership would not to immediately

connect his interest in Park51 with his Muslim identity. In contrast, the haphazard

placement of this sentence in Najjar's Arabic text suggests his assumption that his

identity-as a Muslim or an Arab-will be obvious to readers of his Arabic post. He

expects individuals literate in Arabic, whether or not they are native speakers, to

have a more nuanced understanding of Islam and Muslim identity than their Eng

lish-speaking counterparts in the West. Najjar need not defend his Muslim identity
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to Arabic speakers, whom he presumes will be familiar with the diversity of

meanings that this identity calls forth (in other words, not immediately associate

Islam with radicalism).

In both posts, Najjar claims that many people, including those protesting the

construction of Park51, believe that Islam poses a threat to the safety, security, and

society of the United States. However, he explains that his work to fight crime is

exemplary of the efforts being made by Islamic institutions and Muslim

communities across the United States. For example, Najjar begins his English post

with an attack on Park51's opponents and their ignorance about Islam:

The Group who protested the construction of the Islamic
center in New York was not aware of the fact that
Muslims are eager to build real Bridges with all Other
religions to lead a strong unity between the components
of our City. Unfortunately those who oppose this positive
interaction are trying to spread and tarnish Islam and
Muslims' image by reminding the world what had
happened on September 11 (Najjar 20100b)

These views and the people who hold them are misguided; blind bigotry and xeno

phobia make them incapable of differentiating between the religion of Islam and

the actions of the Septermber 11 terrorists. Islamophobes view limiting the consti

tutiona� rights of Muslim-Americans as a practical defense mechanism rather than

a violation of these citizens' constitutional rights (Najjar 2010b). The effect of Islam

on society is, on the contrary he contends, quite positive. Islam is a productive in-

stitution, especially within the U.S, and September 11, though tragic, must cease to

be attributed to the religion and its adherents on the whole. In his English post, he

uses induction, basing his assumption about the goodness of Islam upon microlevel

examples that, he argues, support this claim. Worth noting is the fact that Najjar

couples his remarks about Islam and the Muslim communities of the United States

with relevant data about other communities or the "general population." For exam-

pie, he mentions Islamic prohibitions on the use of intoxicants as of the religion's

main strengths. Najjar states that Islamic centers, mosques, and Muslim communi-



ties do the public a service by policing substance abuse and other destructive

activities: "our Islamic centers carry out this mission to maintain the morality of

our young people without costing U.S. government one penny for this humanitari-

an and social work" (Najjar 2010). His contention is that the drug trade threatens

the stability of the United States more often and with greater severity than any-

thing or anyone associated with Islam. In this way, Najjar's focus is largely

comparative. He contests (what he believes to be) popular misconceptions about

Arabs and Muslims by coupling relevant data on these communities with informa-

tion about the "general population."

Najjar's argument does not differ between his posts. However, in the Arabic

version, his method of communicating this point is deduction rather than induction.

Najjar talks broadly about the "spirit" or "ethics" of Islam and about how these

principles guide Muslims to certain actions, such as their contributions to the "War

on drugs." In this particular example, Najjar suggests that Muslims defend and up

hold the sanctity of the United States, according to both Muslim and American

ideas of the term:

This is the ethics of our religion ... and those participating
in the campaign to stop the building of this center are
contributing to the inauguration of corruption and crime in
NewYork/JLi.,d:iJ...>.,.} ~)~ 0") ...l:,:"o J)l>.1~ ,.L>
,.} ~r.JI) oL..iJ1 cr!~,.} r-"~ WjjSrJl ,h.L,
!l)Xx" (Najjar 201Gb) •

In the quotation above, like in his English post, Najjar states that the misguided

views that produce Islamophobia are harmful not only to those who identify as

Muslim but to all U.S. citizens, or, in this instance, inhabitants of New York. AI-

though the argument of this text aligns with the aforementioned one, he uses

different tactics-deduction rather than induction-to guide his readers' to this

realization. In his Arabic post, Najjar moves from positive to negative: when

present, Islam brings positive change to New York; in its absence, people can ex-

cept to see "the inauguration of corruption and crime in New York." To make his



point, he carefully couples a mention of the trait perceived as threatening, unusual,

or distasteful (eg. Islam) with an attribute that he sees as agreeable with American

society: their dedication to crime-fighting.

Like many of the other bloggers, Najjar highlights the legality of Park51's

construction. In both versions of his post, he beseeches opponents to ponder the

real source of their opposition: if they were the member of a minority religion in

the United States. how would they feel if their constitutional right to freedom of

religion was under threat because of the actions of a few vigilantes? He critiques

these individuals for their prejudice in both pieces; yet, as several of the citations

included thus far indicate, he does so with more abandon in his Arabic text. For

example, in the first citation I quoted above, Najjar writes: "I have more of a right to

it [the U.S.] than those who were born and whose ancestors were born here, where

they are permitted to work but continue to live on taxpayers' money. As a U.S.

citizen from New York City, I have every right to fix this city." Although he uses the

indefinite pronoun "those," I read these sentences are a direct attack on the

opponents of Park51. Najjar is confronting the individuals who want to halt

Park51's construction; he is writing on behalf of all Muslim-Americans and

defending their (and also his) right to freedom of religion. With the final sentence,

Najjar adds another layer of justification: just as his work building the

crime-detection lab benefitted NYC, this Islamic center will help "to fix this city."

Additionally, Najjar includes a couple of sentences praising Muslim-Americans that

are noticeably absent from his English post:

Muslims are among the most productive communities
[races] in in this country. (... ) We Muslims are among the
most intellectual races, and [the names o~ illustrious
scholars are scattered, in all parts of America / 01
~ () c:r1 ,J11J...> '-" ~l:;j1 J~~I ,:51 (.r' ~.......JI
~)lJ1L:Jl...J.p • L~...J) u w () y-'Jr;51 (.r' 0rL---J1
~.r" 1 t ~ j)J i~ (Najjar 2010a)

Najjar uses deduction to elicit feelings of pride and community solidarity among his

presumed readership. In her article on Arab-American bloggers, Vivian Salama



noted community building as an important element of this blogging community.

She writes, "Arab-American bloggers find themselves in a sensitive-but vital-posi

tion to challenge stereotypes of Arabs living in the Diaspora while equally

strengthening solidarity among them" (Salama 2007). It's possible that Najjar in

cludes extra praise in his Arabic language post to avoid appearing pompous to

English-speaking audiences, which could negatively affect his argument. Although

he is hardly unassuming in his English text, his Arabic post is more outwardly

self-congratulatory, likely because the assumed audience of this text does not risk

alienation for such acts. If Najjar wants to convince his English-language readers

that Muslims should be treated the same as other Americans, he must be cautious

to avoid alienating those readers who do not identify as Muslim or Arab by lacking

hubris. However, since Najjar assumes that only Arabs read his Arabic-language

post, he has more freedom to extoll these communities and encourage pride, which

then leads to community solidarity.

Comparisons & Insights

Arab-American bloggers Jamil Shawwa, Hussein Ibish, Mona Eltahawy, and

Hisham Najjar offer many overlapping justifications for their defense of the Park51

project. To a degree, these overlaps are unremarkable: I chose to analyze these

bloggers' posts because of their coverage of the Park51 controversy. However, these

commonalities are worthy of note, as they offer insight into the positionality of

their authors within the United States and their shared feelings of victimization. As

members of the same maligned group, these bloggers feel responsible for challeng

ing these ideologies and the images that they feel threaten their community. As a

consequence, their Internet presence of Arab-Americans, like many minorities, is

characteristically defensive.

In its own way, each post highlights the compatibility of Islam with the cul

ture and society of the United States. By commenting upon this compatibility,



these bloggers are defending the legitimacy of their dual-identities as Muslims and

Americans. As Vivian Salama notes in her 2007 article "From Long Island to

Lebanon: Arabs blog in America," "blogs can allow Arab-Americans to find their

own voice which fuses a sense of belonging in the United States with a sense of

attachment and pride in ethnic identity" (Salama 2007). These bloggers express

their concerns for Muslim- Americans more so than Arab-Americans. They seem to

agree that the debate around Park51 enlivens prejudice against Muslims in a more

direct way than against Arabs, who mayor may not practice Islam. The privileging

of certain concerns is logical in this circumstance, as protesters oppose Park51 on

the basis of its religious functions and connection to Islam. There are also tremen

dous benefits to the bloggers' acknowledgment that the Muslim community

extends beyond their personal identification as Arab; however, this decision can

also be risky. It presumes that non-Muslims, particularly those with prejudice

against Islam, differentiate between forms of "otherness." This, I believe, is a grave

error.

As other authors frequently argue, many Americans refuse to (or cannot) un

derstand the complexity and multiplicity of identifications that exist within

communities who they deem to "look" Muslim. For example. Inderpal Grewal re

marks that Hindus, Sikhs, Jains, Baha'is of South Asian origin are frequent targets

of Islamophobic bigotry. Observant Sikh men neither cut their hair, which they

wrap in a turban, nor shave their beards; likewise, uninformed observers often mis

take them for Muslims. Similarly, as I have established, not all Arabs are Muslim,

especially in the United States. My point is that the exclusion of non-Muslims in

discussions of Islamophobia is tantamount to ignoring their victimization. The ide

ology of Islamophobia has repercussions for many groups, all of whom are equally

deserving of the protection from violence, intolerance, and discrimination that the

bloggers demand. Moreover, it is narrow for these bloggers to focus solely upon

Islam as the root of prejudice. In fact, as I have stated several times throughout my



thesis, many people in the United States fail to recognize any difference between a

Muslim and an Arab identity.

In addition to stressing the reasonable possibility of "American" and Islamic

ways of life coexisting harmoniously, all four bloggers note the significance of the

U.S. Constitution to these debates. Specifically, they all mention, whether directly

or indirectly, the necessity that these constitutional rights be granted to all citizens

of the United States equally and without discrimination. Many of the bloggers sug

gest that freedom of religion is the right all Americans, members of a minority faith

or otherwise, and must be protected in order to maintain a fundamentally equal

and democratic state. Likewise, the bloggers cover the right of freedom of expres

sion: even bigots have a right to express their views -these biased and hateful ideas

cannot, however, be unqualified. People must respond to these thoughts, especially

members of targeted communities but also others, to challenge their validity and

prevent their spread. This right becomes a duty that must be appreciated and then

exercised when communities are at risk. Furthermore, the bloggers highlight the

power of discourse to stimulate inter-community engagement that (should, will)

lead to tolerance, mutual respect, etc.

On a similar note, the bloggers all agree in the need for active campaigns to

fight intolerance. Due to the publicness of the Blogosphere, the bloggers' encour

agement of other public forms of activism and protest is unsurprising; that these

bloggers' goal is to entice their readers to engage in similar forms of "activism" is

apparent from their texts. The scope of my research prevented me, however, from

exploring the effectiveness of these pleas to action. The focus of my thesis is re

sponsive claims-making; in short, how Arab-Americans use blogging to contribute

their voices to the debate around the Park51 Islamic Center. However, there re

mains a great deal of compelling research to be done about the Blogosphere as a

productive claims -making arena.



f6\ Fighting to Change the Status Quo:
~ Arab-American Bloggers Strike Back

By virtue of its openness, blogging has become a popular outlet for individ-

uals to express opinions that are repressed, or simply ignored, by other media

outlets. Often, individuals from marginalized communities engage in online

claims-making to defend these groups; these acts of defiance to majority norms

and ideologies contribute to the identification ofthese communities:

Arab-Americans feel the need for a strong community
based on a common identity with collective goals and
interests. This cannot be reached, however, without
common media and other means of communication in
which identities, goals, and purposes can be articulated
and discussed (Schumann 2004, 307)

The Blogosphere has become an important medium for the development of this

"common identity." However, determining what this group identity is and what it

means to different people can be extremely challenging. For example, as I men

tioned previously, many people in the United States find the categories Arab and

Muslim indistinguishable. Therefore, whenever Muslims become the target of prej-

udice, Arab-Americans suffer "collaterally." As a consequence, the incentive for

Arab-American bloggers to engage in the debate over Park51 and to respond to

people's misconceptions of Islam is not simply political. Rather, their interest in

this debate and the controversy surround it is extremely personal.

In light of these Arab-American bloggers' personal stake in the Park51 Islam-

IC Center, their posts communicate important messages to readers about their

identities and the ways in which they want the broader world to understand these

affiliations. Whether or not these bloggers engage in storytelling of the type de

scribed by Polletta and Lee or choose less personal methods of claims-making, as

described by Maratea, Hilgartner and Bosk, their posts are rich sources worthy of



analysis and comprehension. I hope that my thesis has provided readers with a

deeper understanding of the important role that the Blogosphere plays in in

forming the public's view of Arabs and Arab-Americans, as well as the ways that

these individuals personally identify.



Appendix

The "Mosque controversy" demonstrates how passive
and unorganized the Arab and Muslim-Americans truly are

by Hussein Ibish
Friday, August 20, 2010

The pathetic and ridiculous "controversy" about the plan to build an Islamic community

center a few blocks away from "Ground Zero," the site of the 9/11 terrorist attacks has

sharply brought into focus, for me at least, one of the most troubling trends in the

Arab-American and Muslim-American communities: the scandalous lack of serious politi

cal engagement and the deterioration of virtually all national organizations that are

supposed or claim to represent these communities or major constituencies within them.

There is nothing, obviously, legally that can be done to stop the community center backers

from going forward with their plan which is fully protected by both private property and

religious freedom rights. Mayor Bloomberg deserves enormous credit for his bold stance in

defense of these rights and President Obama some credit for taking a firm position, which

he then hedged slightly. Short of acts of vandalism and sabotage, which are not impossible

but are unlikely if the building project goes forward, the only thing that can be done to try

to stop it is to culturally, socially and politically harass the project's backers into

abandoning it as an intolerable burden. That is, of course, exactly what has been happe

nIng.

Everyone else allowed a small group of Islamophobic and extremist bloggers and other fa

natics to define the issue, most obviously encapsulated in the utterly misleading phrase

"Ground Zero mosque," which is not at but near ground zero (in a part of lower Manhattan

in which almost everything is near everything else) and is not exactly a mosque for that

matter. They were then joined by all kinds of scoundrels and opportunists, most notably

Sarah Palin and Newt Gingrich, seeking to play on fear and hatred (two of the most power

ful political motivators) to consolidate their positions as right-wing opinion leaders.

Because of the way the narrative was shaped, even some liberals like Harry Reid felt unable

to take positions they know to be correct, while an unfortunately small group of courageous

conservatives stuck up for religious liberty. The whole conversation quickly became toxic as

well as utterly irrational, and in its most sinister manifestation has led to protests against a

number of mosque proj ects all over the country. In other words, opposition to the Manhat

tan community center project has given people authorization to oppose plans for building

mosques to serve local Muslim communities without even hiding behind lies about traffic

and parking and similar fabrications and base it all bluntly on an Islamophobic narrative.

The mini-narrative about the so-called "Ground Zero mosque," in which this rather unre-



markable project is bizarrely presented as anything ranging from gross insensitivity to a

triumphalist statement of victory by Muslim extremists crowing over 9/11, has dovetailed

with the broader Islamophobic narrative that has been developing steadily since 9/11. This

is an extremely dangerous situation because once a narrative becomes coherent and famil

iar, its political power can be fully realized. The main reason that there is so much more

overt Islamophobia in 2010 than there was in 2002, immediately following the terrorist at

tacks, is precisely the development and propagation of the Islamophobic narrative. The

bigots have had almost a decade to refine their arguments, congeal their ideas, create a

semi-coherent narrative (no matter how nutty) and, most importantly, hammer away at the

general public for week after week, month after month and year after year. There have been

some violent incidents, of course, such as the Fort Hood shootings, that have reinforced

elements of this narrative and done a great deal of harm. And it's probably worth again not

ing that obviously the principal culprits responsible for the growth ofIslamophobia in the

United States were the 9/11 terrorists and their AI Qaeda backers. Nonetheless, I don't

think it's possible to argue that obj ectively there are more grounds for Islamophobia in the

United States now than immediately after the 9/11 attacks. It's plainly the consequence of

the maturation (if you can call it that) and the accumulation of cultural capital and political

influence of the Islamophobic narrative.

Many of us who have been systematically tracking the growth of Islamophobia in the Unit

ed States have been struck by the way it has developed in spurts, sometimes tied to specific

incidents, and sometimes to a sudden eruption of cultural artifacts reflecting this form of

bigotry, and then plateaus, only to suddenly reemerge, stronger than ever. The present "con

troversy" reminds me a lot of the gobbledygook that was so influential during the Dubai

Port World brouhaha. Just as it is now necessary to call the backers of the Islamic commu

nity center "radicals," "extremists," and, in effect, terrorists, at that time a wave of people,

including many self-righteous liberals, found it expedient to describe Dubai and the UAE

more generally as "an enemy to the United States," "a sponsor ofAl Qaeda," and a country

to be feared and greatly disliked.

That controversy was completely irrational and ridiculous, as the present one is, but what

was important about it was not whether or not DPW ended up managing ports in the Unit

ed States, but the cultural impact of what was being said and implied. I think that's

absolutely true of the present "controversy." It really doesn't matter in the end, I think,

whether the community center is built or not. For one thing, almost everyone who is going

to have an opinion has already chosen sides between the two narratives: 1) defense ofreli

gious liberty and tolerance as important American traditions, or 2) identifying some kind of

intolerable objection to the project, inevitably based on some degree ofIslamophobic sen

timent, and therefore opposing it in spite of religious and property rights and the

principles of tolerance and diversity. In the broader cultural sense, the whole thing is al

ready over, and whether the building is built or not will not to make much difference, I



think, to the lasting impact (unless, of course, some people respond to it with an act of sab

otage of some kind).

As with the DPW "controversy," what is really going to have a lasting impact is what is be

ing said and implied about Muslim-Americans and Islam in the United States, and all of

this discursive accretion is having the long-term effect of promoting and consolidating Is

lamophobia in American cultural and political life. It is this cumulative discursive effect of

a vile but maturing and strengthening Islamophobic narrative that is the reason that there

is so much more Islamophobia the United States now than in the immediate aftermath and

indeed the first few years following, the terrorist attacks. In other words, this narrative, and

this subculture of fear and hate, has a life of its own, largely independent from what hap

pens or doesn't happen vis-a.-vis terrorism, whether or not this community center or any

other is actually built, or any other practical realities for that matter.

What all of this demonstrates is the grave vulnerability, especially at the cultural and social

levels, that Muslim and Arab-Americans are presently facing. There are a lot of people who

are exaggerating the situation, of course, saying preposterous things like "it's 1938 for Mus

lims in the United States," comparing the present situation to Kristallnacht, or some other

offensive and completely unhelpful hyperbole. However, the fact is that there is a worse

situation at present, believe it or not, overall than the Muslim and Arab-Americans faced in

the aftermath of an unprecedented terrorist attack. This does not surprise me. Fear and ha

tred as cultural and political phenomena are born of worldviews that are shaped by

narratives and discourses, not by events themselves. The events have to be interpreted in a

certain way to feed into patterns of fear and hatred. With this many passionate Islamo

phobes, motivated by a plethora of different forms of malevolence and presenting

variations on an Islamophobic theme, hammering away for years and years it was bound to

have an increasingly negative impact. And, it's almost certainly only going to get worse.

What IS surprising to me, even shocking, is the extent to which the Muslim and

Arab-Americans are by and large, collectively, and worst of all increasingly, simply passive

observers in this entire cultural development that targets them. I'm not saying there is no

one doing anything, but these communities as a whole have simply checked out of the cul

tural and political process in this country, at least in an organized manner at the national

level. A fact that is probably not appreciated by enough people is that these communities

are much less organized, and ready to defend themselves or push back against bigotry and

discrimination, than they were 10 years ago, before 9/11! I'm not going to single out any

group because this is a phenomenon that affects both Arab and Muslim-Americans, left

and right, secular and religious, pretty much across the board. The fact is that there is no

national Arab or Muslim-American organization that is not in some significant way or other

smaller, weaker or more ineffective now than they were 10 years ago, and there are no new

significant national community organizations either. There are effective local organizations
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like ACCESS in Michigan, social groups like the Ramallah Federation, policy-specific

organizations like the American Task Force for Lebanon and the American Task Force on

Palestine, and others that are able to play the roles that they have defined for themselves in

a serious manner. But none of those groups claim, seek or attempt to represent the commu

nities generally at a national level or even the generalized interests of constituencies within

the communities.

So what this means in practice is that the Muslim and Arab-Americans are content to be

less defended at the national level on broad cultural and political issues than they were be

fore 9/11. As communities, they are watching their organizations deteriorate, become

marginalized, lie fallow or simply remain ineffectual in one way or another without serious

ly attempting to do anything about it. It's really an extraordinary and bizarre reaction to a

very dangerous situation. The reasons of course are completely overdetermined: probably

most people aren't aware of this because organizations like to present themselves as thriv

ing and effective even when they're in dire straits or otherwise unable to perform the

functions they have defined for themselves; some argue that serious engagement with

mainstream American culture and politics is unacceptable, impossible or degrading and

voluntarily not only opt for but insist on not being represented within the mainstream of

the national conversation (in an inverse of the founding of the Republic, they demand to be

taxed without representation); some are so frightened that they think any form of political

communal engagement will immediately place you on a list compiled by some form of

American mukhabarat or lead to some other kind of dreadful difficulties; some enjoy their

victim-status and the moral authority that parts of our society, particularly on the left, as

cribe to objectified, exoticized Others. There are many more causes of this effect. Atomizing

them is not that interesting in the long run. But it is truly striking, and to me shocking, that

the Muslim and Arab-Americans in general and at the national level are so self-deluded,

self marginalized, self-defeating and alienated that they appear to be willing to be moving

quickly in the direction of being absolutely passive observers in their own tragedy.

Obviously there are a lot of individuals and groups that must be exempted from this gener

alized indictment. There are lots of people doing outstanding work. But the truth is they

don't get the support they need from the people in whose interests they labor, and in gen

eral get less support now that the problem is much more extreme than they did 10 years

ago when the situation was relatively calm and stable. And there is a pervasive pattern of

not only ineffective or barely effective leadership, but also absolutely terrible and counter

productive leadership. The amount of self-styled "leaders" among Arab and Muslim

Americans who have no real sense of the political culture and system of the country they're

living in and an absolutely tin ear for how their words and deeds will be perceived by many

other Americans is simply extraordinary, and it's not getting better. If anything, it's getting

worse. Demagoguery is always popular but in a situation like this, the real task is not to

please but rather to serve wisely the constituency. Leadership is required, and that means
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doing the right thing in the right way for the right reasons. That is in exceptionally and per

haps even increasing short supply among Arab and Muslim-American "leaders" and

organizations, such as they are.

In spite of being able to identify some of the main causes of this extraordinary collective

behavior, I'm really at a loss to explain how communities of millions of people can con

sciously watch the threat against them at every level steadily increase over many years while

at the same time being willing to allow their ability to collectively push back against that

threat erode and begin to approach something like a zero-level. I'm afraid to say I'm also

unable to offer any solution. I don't know what it will take to snap the variously apathetic,

fearful, cynical or alienated Arab and Muslim-American majorities out of their stupor and

decide to engage seriously and meaningfully with mainstream American culture and poli

tics in an organized, sustained, responsible and patriotic manner. If the situation isn't bad

enough yet, I don't know when it will be, and of course at some point, it may have become

too late to prevent some genuinely ugly developments. I scorn comparisons to 1938 or

Kristallnacht, but that doesn't mean the situation isn't grave enough, in its own way. In the

end, 11 m sure American and other Western Arab and Muslim communities will successfully

assimilate and also help further develop their societies. But along the way there are signifi

cant dangers and there is simply no excuse for the kind of passivity and self marginalization

these communities at large are indulging in at the moment, or the generally dwindling, of

ten dreadful, and almost entirely ineffective leadership they seem to be satisfied with.

Mosque in America
by Jamil Shawwa

Friday, August 20, 2010

I compiled this piece from comments, among other notes, that I wrote so far about the

Mosque debate that is going on in New York City and in America right now. Islam has never

been exposed in the United States the way it is right now, and I just love the exposure. Ex

posure creates on the long run understanding, debates and deliberations create acceptance

to facts or opinions or at least they create an opportunity for inclusion rather than exclu

sion. This -so far- peaceful fight about building a mosque and an Islamic community center

in New York City is healthy; it is bringing America more closer to religious tolerance, it is

making the words of freedom of religion and freedom of speech not only mere words but

actions. The Mosque issue is getting political; is it not every issue, it is also bringing up

Obama's background again, people are connecting Obama's heritage from his father's side

to his stance on the mosque. The president's family from his father side is Muslims- as he

said- but he is not. Again, the debate is in part political and people from both sides of the

isles will jump on this Mosque business and try to score some points, settle some accords,

and satisfy the few that have this point or that. November and the midterm elections are
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coming, so let us watch and see. But regardless, we need to start looking at people not from

the very narrow lens of whether they are like us or not but from the wide spectrum of who

they are, what they stand for and what are their actions and behaviors. America needs to

see Islam from the window of that it has more than one billion and a half billion followers

who believe that Islam is a divine religion as Judaism and Christianity. America showed its'

greatness and its' ability to evolve and be smart when it elected Obama as president. I think

the Mosque issue is giving the Americans a fantastic opportunity to look closer at the rela

tionship between religions and people. Religions, all of them, especially the divine ones, as

believers believe, are words of God. Actions and interpretations of the religions or a reli

gion are completely different from the religion itself You have good and bad, criminals and

decent, terrorists and those who believe in change through peaceful means, among all three

divine religions, Judaism, Christianity and Islam. But America is embracing Islam and it is

evolving. We will continue to have people who love and hate, like and dislike, so let it be, it

is part of human life, but at the end- in America- practicality and pragmatism will prevail as

a general rule when it comes with dealing with events and people regardless of their back

ground. The interesting part of all this debate is not the mosque or the building or the

people, but the location. The project to be completed would be in a building very close to

the grounds of the 9/11 terrorists attacks. From the president, to Michael Bloomberg, the

mayor of New York City rejecting the calls against building a Muslim community center

near ground zero. Bloomberg also criticized Sara Palin for her tweet few weeks ago asking

"peace-Ioving Muslims to reject the mosque". This Palin does not seize an opportunity to

prove everyday to all of us as to why we prefer Jennies' to some human beings. The regular

person in the street, everyone is getting into the mix and voicing an opinion. I like it! I like

it when people talk and debate and discuss; it is so civilized. At the end of the day, America

must stand by its' original principles of freedom of religion, and freedom of speech. Once

we surrender this right, then we would be surrendering every right in the Bill of Rights that

was written by the founding fathers, and we surrender our constitution and our liberties.

The building of the Mosque in New York City got the needed approval. I mean, this is

America; it is for all faiths and believes. Same position I would have taken if it was for a

church or a synagogue or any place of worship. I would have used the same words and the

same sentences if this happened to a synagogue or a church. As for some behaviors from

some people calling the Mosque or the people who are running it as terrorists just because

of their belief, it is unfortunately human and you find it in every country and every nation

on earth. Different concepts and issues but same behavior. It is a free country and people

can have and share different opinions.

Mosque in America...Part II
by Jamil Shawwa

Monday, August 23, 2010
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Before I get to the bottom line here, I heard in the news that the Imam-the head of the pro

posed mosque- went on a trip to Arab and Islamic countries to get guidance on how to deal

with the mosque issues in New York City. Ifit is the case, then we have a problem. First, the

Islamic and Arab countries are the last on earth to give a comprehensive advice regarding

their own affairs and their dealing with their own people, they have no credibility in and

out, lest to say to give an advice on an American issue first and foremost. The mosque is not

an Islamic world or Arab World issue, it is an American issue, and the mosque is an Ameri

can mosque. It is an American problem. Second: this Imam, if the story is true, would have

made a mistake in transforming again an American issue to the outside world, what next, go

to Iran, the masters of deception, hypocrisy and demagoguery to get an advice. This Imam

would, if it were the case, put an end to what it looks like a decent and normal request to

build a place of faith that got all the necessary licenses. The issue right now is not Muslim,

mosque, or ground zero buildings, the issue goes deep into what we believe in as Ameri

cans, do we believe in our constituation or do we believe in the constitution if it fits certain

criteria and certain people or certain beliefs. Do we believe that Islam is part of the Ameri

can recognized package of faiths or not, and I will go further, do we believe that Islam is an

American religion as Judaism and Christianity or not. Everyone who is standing for every

thing that is American is being tarnished and distorted and on top of the list is the

president of the Untied States who is getting accused of everything that there is to be ac

cused of because he acted as any president should act and protects the rights granted in

the US constitution to all Americans. There is a campaign to terrorize anyone that stands

for the constitution and this must be stopped, not because it is right or wrong, or because

people are asking other people to be kind or nice, far from it. It must be stopped because it

is unconstitutional and must be fought using all the legal means. The conversation right

now is getting even more dangerous in my opinion. Those that are opposing the idea of the

mosque altogether are expressing it freely and directly which is healthy. The problem in my

opinion resides with those that are not opposing the mosque creation and building, but is

with those that are opposing the location and the signals of having it next to ground zero in

New York City. These voices ranging from Sara Palin, to Karen Hughes, George W. Bush's

press secretary, to others in the media, asking Muslims to understand the feelings and to

appreciate the emotions of those that lost loved ones during the 9/11 terrorists' attacks.

Those voices are the dangerous ones, they are asking the Muslims to go to a corner, to be

isolated, to have certain areas that they can build their mosques on and that they cannot,

they are asking the Muslims to be treated like the Japanese during World War II, isolate

them to protect them. Today is New York City ground zero, tomorrow is a mosque location

in Tennessee, next week who knows. Maybe we will start hearing voices asking to expel

Muslims from the United States because we care about them and we do not want to hurt

them. We are hearing all kinds of things that are to say the least against everything this Re

public called America was built on. We are hearing people asking to repel the 14th

amendment to the constitution that grant US citizenship to anyone that is born in the US,

we are having demagogues running the State ofArizona and creating a law that would cre-
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ate in that desert state on the border of Mexico a police state; the federal government right

now is fighting this law rightly so as unconstitutional. The stories goes on and on. In the

news today, a woman claims that she did not get a job at Disney because she wears the Hi

jab, head cover. Muslims are afraid to say what they are and what they believe in, stories of

people all over the US afraid of going to Friday prayers, the weekly prayers for Muslims,

equivalent to Saturday for the Jewish faith and Sunday for the Christian faith, fearing that

they will be exposed. Where are we now and where are we heading; all this must be

stopped, all these none-American fear campaigns, though it is fine to express freely, must

not go beyond expression. If we allow few tens of people amongst over 308 million Ameri

cans, the US population according to the 2010 Census bureau, to terrorize the media and

the politicians and dictate a life style that to say the least truly very dangerous, but deny

legitimate entities, by legitimate American citizens form expressing their legitimate and

constitutional right to build and practice their religion anywhere in America, then, in my

opinion, this would be a catastrophic constitutional breach that should be fought using all

the legal and the constitutional means. For God's sake, we allow anyone to build anything

in America as long as they have the necessary licenses. As silly as it might seems and

sounds, I like this Right to continue.

Mosque in America Part III
by Jamil Shawwa

Tuesday, August 31,2010

The real story of Islam with America did not take place until 1979 and the start of the cler

ic's revolution in Iran. Before that, America looked at Islam from the lens of looking at the

Arab countries and the Arab World as a whole. The Arabs in America started to come and

immigrated to the new world, the United States, in the late 19th and early 20th century and

the majority of them in the beginning were Christians and Jewish residents and citizens of

the Arab countries who fled to America from the oppressing and suppressing ottoman em

pire and the local governments there. America since then and until the last quarter of the

20th century looked at the Arabs as part of the overall maj ority of the population, that they

are not different, but like the Italians, East Europeans, some French and the Greeks- the

residents of the Mediterranean- darker than the so-called majority but part of the majority.

In the mid 50s and 60s America started to look at Islam from a second lens, when many

African Americans in the height of the struggle to gain civil rights and equal opportunities,

looked around and from their perspective and from their point of view found in Islam, a

religion that believes in equality, that it contains in it's verses clear verbiages that there is

no difference between an Arab and a non Arab except in the strength of their belief and

faith. There were Malcolm X and the creation of the Nation of Islam, and then came the

biggest effect and internal exposure, which is the rise and conversion of Cassius Clay to

Muhammad Ali and to Islam. I think that was a turning point in the relation between Islam
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and America, no one in my opinion has exposed Islam at that time to America like Muham

mad Ali. The whole world loved this boxer and he was to the contrary of Malcolm X and

the Nation of Islam, on more peaceful side of the message and maybe closer to the Arab

original Islam than the previous one; Nation of Islam, run right now by Farrakhan. It is

though must be said that America looked at that part ofIslam as not the regular Islam, the

Arab Islam, but as part of the struggle for civil liberties and looked at the Mrican Ameri

cans Muslims as not part of the overall so called regular Muslims. As a matter of fact, there

is truth to that overview which is the Islam preached by groups in the US such as the Na

tion of Islam is not the version used in other countries and not in the Arab World; in the

US, African American Islamic style is more closer to the evangelical Christianity in type and

style as the heads of these Islamic organizations calling themselves ministers instead of

Imams and have sermons and such. Muhammad Ali still drew the attention and very clever

ly- intentionally or not- toured the Arab and Muslim countries and established a

connection and bondage; Malcolm X did the same before him but Malcolm was portrayed

as very radical and even violent. In 1975, following the fourth Arab Israeli war, Saudi Arabia

lead the oil boycott to the Western world and that was a turning point as well in the rela

tions with Islam but still the focus was on the Arab as a whole and not necessarily Islam.

The media started after that to connect Islam and the Arabs and started to mix between the

belief and the politics, looking at the religion as the reason for the problem rather than

looking at the politics and the people. In 1979, following the fall of the Shah, which is a by

itself a story, because the US decided that it was time for him and the imperial regime to go,

the Iranian clerics revolution started, won, captured Iran and then the hostages of the

American Embassy and the longest ordeal for Americans. That episode was a huge humilia

tion for America and the former president Carter did not handle or did not want to handle.

America decided again to let that version ofIslam, the Shiite Islam to win and thrive and in

the package came the rise of a different Islam, not the core Sunni Islam as the majority of

Muslims believe but what I like to call the Iranian Islam. The radical political system that

for the first time in modern history- mid 18th century maybe- used the religion with all of

its' magnetic power to portray and create a struggle between the divine religions. The regu

lar/average person in the street did not see anything else but radicals calling themselves

Muslims hijacking, kidnapping and killings, as in the same period the series of kidnapping

American and Westerners in Beirut Lebanon. Everything was working to elevate Islam to

world prominence but in a radical and not friendly way. The whole world started to fear the

Arabs and Muslims not because they were competitive but because of the oil and because

of that portrayed Islam, that is the radical version, not necessarily only the Iranian version

but other versions that are more radical and more deadly. In the 90s, we witnessed the rise

of the so called the Mujahedeen, those mainly Arabs and Asians, Pakistanis and Afghani

fighters who fought with America, Europe, and the Sunni Arab countries, the soviet occu

pation of Afghanistan. Those groups proved the deadliest, the most fanatic and from that

point we started to see the rise of a third or fourth version of Islam, run mainly by Sunni

Arabs from Saudi Arabia and Egypt, from wealthy families and from highly educated class-
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es. The message, this version, used later on to portray Islam as not a religion, lest to say a

divine religions, but a tool to destroy civilizations and ways of life and liberties. That version

of Islam, contrary to the Iranian Islam which mainly is a media propaganda more than ac

tion, lived up to it's reputation and expectations and it started the terror stream with the

1993 first attempt at the world trade center in New York City and then the ultimate terror

attack on America, the 9111/2001 destruction of the twin towers in New York City, the attack

on the pentagon and the explosion of a hijacked plane in Pennsylvania. From that point on

although America started to draw the distinction between the evil powers of AL-Qaeda,

Taliban and other terrorists, radicals and fanatics, the average person already established a

foundation that the evil is not in the person but in the religion. The average person in

America in the process were helped or actually was mouth fed hatred through organiza

tions and religious groups that in the name of the divine Christian religion portrayed Islam

as whole and in parts as an evil tool and that is not American and it is not II one of us ". It

also did not help that the new Pope of the Catholics called in a conference in Europe, Islam

as a religion of violence. In America, Catholicism is very strong, but the message was among

certain Protestants and Catholics. Still the majorities of Americans are smart, pragmatic,

practical and like to learn, if there is a country in the world that like to be better, to learn

more, to seek justice, it is America. The great example right now is in the debate going on,

in the Mayor of the city that was attacked on 09111 and his support to the mosque to be

built where it is now. The exposure I think will benefit Islam; will show America that it is

as Muslims believe- a divine religion as Judaism and Christianity, followed by almost two

billions of people, that in Islam the teachings are clear, it identifies Moses and Jesus as

prophets of God as Muhammad and the majority of Muslims like any faith are normal,

peace loving people. America is also watching and seeing incidents and terror attacks from

those that call themselves Christians trying in the name of the divine religion to harm Mus

lims just because of their religion. The most recent example is the attack by a fanatic in

New York City just few days ago, on a Taxi driver after that fanatic asked him about his reli

gion and the Taxi driver answered by that he was a Muslim.

Mosque in America....Part IV
by Jamil Shawwa

Saturday, September 4, 2010

A Muslim-American friend who happened to be an African American told me once that the

real Islam is not in the Muslim world or the Arab countries but it is here, the real on, in

America. She continued to say that she toured many Islamic, Arab and European countries

but never felt the freedom or the security to practice her religion, Islam, or to feel like an

independent Muslim woman except here in the Unites States ofAmerica. Actually her feel

ings and her sentiments are shared by most Muslims in America, they are, as any faith and

in particular the three divine religions free to practice, free to build their mosques, church-



es and synagogues. America lives to its example and it lives to its constitution and it lives to

its secular way of governing. America does not have any problem with the head cover or

even Elniqab, the veil that covers the face altogether. You see completely veiled women in

the most fashionable places and hotels in Washington DC, people might look politely but

no one interferes. America is big enough, strong enough, and confident enough, to be very

tolerant and very forgiving, but above all, very pragmatic. America is smart and America is

unique and within its wings, those big comforting wings, it can protect and embrace all

kinds of people. As a matter of fact, America is the world, and that is why maybe nothing in

America is strange. Yet though it has every human being from every part of the world, it is

still the distinctive country, it created what I like to call and describe as the Americanism;

the pure juice that oozes through the veins from being the melting pot and from being the

blender and the mixer. Many people from all faiths who never practiced any religion or nev

er practiced their religion in their original countries, started to practice even if occasionally

once they arrived or shortly after to America. People whom never gave to charity, whom

never thought of the community feeling or the community bondage, started to do it and

feel it here in America. In defending those that for a religion, or ethnic reason are not con

sidered part of the majority or part of the trend, America defends it's existence, America

knows that to continue to be the most powerful nation on earth, it must embrace every

human being, every American, regardless of his or her religion, background, color, ethnic

group, This is the United States of America and this is the story of Mosque in America.

Mosque in America Part V....America·s Newest Religion

by Jamil Shawwa
Sunday, September 12 2010

Today, in the 10th anniversary of the horrific, terrorist attack on America on 09111, America

accepted Islam as its newest religion. An American religion, a divine religion as Judaism

and Christianity. There is no religion, an idea, or a concept in American history that stirred

such emotions across all Americans and in every State as Islam did and in such a short pe

riod, just few weeks. Today, a pastor with less than fifty followers in a small city in Florida

who probably indirectly and without realizing it, helped to establish Islam finally as an

American religion. That pastor who called a week ago to burn The Muslims holy book,

came today and said that he will not do it "not now not ever". The whole country and the

world actually was held hostage for one week looking, watching, and participating in this

drama. The president of the United States intervened, the whole US government inter

vened, every State talked about it, every person discussed it and they all, the majority of

Americans decided as they always do on life changing issues and on matters of high impor

tance, on matters that touch the country's core existence, that this religion, that is believed

and worshiped by almost two billions people around the world, in every country on earth

and over thirty countries consider it as it's main religion or source of legislation and
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millions in the United States, must be included in the religious mosaic of America. That it

is no longer a religion of the fringes, the outcast, the strangers but it is a faith that when

you look closer to it, as believers believe, when you read it's verses, as its follower explain, it

states it's strong belief that it is the religion that respects and recognizes Judaism and

Christianity as religions of the same and only God. Two extraordinary leaders helped, but

this time directly and knowingly, to make Islam an American religion, Barak Obama, a De

mocrat, the president of the United States, a Christian, whose father and family from his

father's side were and are Muslims and Michael Bloomberg, a Republican, the Mayor of

New York City, a Jewish. These two fought and still fighting the right fight not for Islam but

for America. They both stood for the constitution and for the first amendment and freedom

of religion, for the freedom of expression. Bloomberg stated on more than one occasion

that the best answer to those 9/11 criminals is to have a place of God next to the crime

scene where those terrorists claimed deceivably that they destroyed in the name of their

religion. It is the proposed Mosque, a block and a half from the place where the crimes of

9/11 took place. America as well in all it's people and in all of it's States have participated

and still participating in the debate around the place of that mosque but not if it should be

built. The mosque once it is done in its proposed place will forever cement America's

recognition and acceptance of Islam as the third pillar of its faith. Bloomberg said in an

interview with MSNBC in the 10th occasion of the 911 terrorist attacks on how he reacts to

a city that is divided and wants him to move the mosque location, that it is not about what

they say or the polls, but it is all about protecting the first amendment to the US constitu

tion, freedom of speech, and that it is not up to the government to tell people where to pray

and where to build their place of worship. He continued to say that if you do not agree with

it, do not support it and that is it. He also said that we could not just protect freedom of

expression and religion in incidents that are to our likes, but we must as well protect it

when it is for things that we do not like. He has been steadfast on his position, he is losing

support from his city and his party, but the mayor is getting admiration and support from

every fair minded American and those are the vast majority of the American people. Mayor

Bloomberg is a phenomena in the world of politics today, he and president Obama are

standing for real American values and for the right of all to express their opinions freely

including that pastor in that city in Florida.

Hey America: I'm aMuslim. Let's Talk
by Mona Eltahawy

Tuesday, September 14th, 2010

New York - I've developed an overwhelming urge to tell everyone I meet I'm a Muslim. As a
Muslim woman who doesn't wear a headscarf, I'm often mistaken for a Latina and other
ethnicities that my features match. But as anti-Muslim sentiment has risen across the
United States, so has my urge to say: "Hey America: I'm a Muslim. Let's talk."
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That urge took me to the sidewalk in front of Park51, the proposed community centre and
mosque near Ground Zero, over Labor Day Weekend. I spent four days with a small but
dedicated group of sidewalk activists who for more than three weeks have stood in front of
Park51 with signs reading "Peace Tolerance Love" to support its right to build.

The volunteer sidewalk activists are a mix of non-Muslims and Muslims, and newly-minted
activists in their 208 as well as veteran activists of their parents' generation. We were not
there to defend or speak for any of the spiritual or financial backers of Park51. We were
there to defend Park51's constitutional right to build. For me, opposition to Park51 was part
of that larger pattern of anti-Muslim sentiment that had expressed opposition to several
other mosque projects around the country. It was much bigger than Park51.

The easiest people to deal with, for me, were what I called the "hit and runs" - passersby
who thanked us or those who would hurl insults as they moved on. Those four days in front
of Park51 taught me a lot. First, I learned to resist labelling as a "bigot" anyone who
opposed its building. Some of those against Park51 were indeed bigots, but as my sidewalk
activist friends taught me, when you call them bigots it makes them defensive and it ends
up shifting the focus from the issue at hand - the necessary discussion about Park51's right
to build - to the hurt feelings of the people you just called bigots.

And that necessary discussion can bear fruit. Two women who had walked over to Park51
from a nearby protest against the centre had some questions. One wanted to know about
jihad. I said I condemned all acts of violence committed in the name of any religion,
including my own. Mter some back and forth, Meryl said we both should launch a jihad
against violence in the name of any religion and asked if she could hug me: "Why aren't
there millions of Muslims like you1" she asked. "There are," I answered.

Mary wanted to know how, as a woman, I could remain a Muslim when Muslim women were
treated so badly. I told her I would be lying if I denied that women in Muslim-majority
countries enjoyed equal rights but also said I belonged to a movement called Musawah,
which means equality and which aims for equality and justice in the Muslim family by
working to remove misogynistic and male-dominated interpretations of Islam. Again, after a
back-and-forth discussion, Mary hugged me too. Later, another woman asked:

"Can't you see that you're hurting people's feelings by building so close to Ground Zer01
Think of the victims' families."

"Can you see when you ask me a question like that you're assuming that I had something to
do with the attacks on 91111" I answered. "Those men were Muslim but it was 19 men. None
of us here had anything to do with it."

"But would it be so hard to move it somewhere else1"

"That's a really slippery slope," I told her. "There are mosques across the country being
opposed. Where do you draw the line1 Once you make Park51 move, anyone can say 'Oh I
don't want Muslims around here. Move them.'"

She too gave me a hug!

I often went home not just ready to collapse but wondering if I had at all helped to stem
that wave of anti-Muslim sentiment. Does talking to six or seven people change anything1
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One man who identified as a liberal Christian stopped to ask general questions about Islam.
He had many. After talking for about half an hour, he thanked me and said it was the best
conversation he had had about the religion. So I have to believe that my "Hey America: I'm
a Muslim, let's talk" campaign is worth it.
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The Islamic Center in New York, from Muslim Aspect

Written by Hisham Najjar / Engineer
August 17th, 2010

Dear New Yorkers:

The Group who protested the construction of the Islamic center in New York was not

aware of the fact that, Muslims are eager to build real Bridges with all Other religions to

lead a strong unity between the components of our City. unfortunately those who oppose

this positive interaction are trying to spread and tarnish Islam and Muslims' image by
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reminding the world what had happened on September 11 and reopen an old wound that,

has many red flags raised by many scientists in different fields world wide denied the

politicians wash mind story.

I am an American Muslim, New York City is my home and my work place, where my

children have established roots and my grandchildren were born. I have utilized forty years

of my Engineering experience to help my city, seized by corruption and Crime. One of my

tasks when I was selected as a construction project Manager to manage and supervise the

Forensic Laboratory in NYC, one of the largest laboratory for crime detection nationwide. I

was awarded the certificate of appreciation from the high ranks of the city for achieving the

project on schedule. I am proud of this achievement and what I gave my city. Dear New

Yorkers: Statistics don't lie, wherever Muslims are in our city or world wide, crime in all its

ugly variations are minimum. The establishment of our Islamic centers in New York is a

victory for America from the financial aspect, by saving the treasury millions of dollars by

not allocating money to build prisons and to recruit social workers, while our Islamic

centers carry out this mission to maintain the morality of our young people without costing

U.S. government one penny for this humanitarian and social work in Muslim

Neighborhoods. I can say to those who are involved in campaigning to stop the construction

of the Islamic Center are in actuality contributing in perpetuating corruption and crime in

our beloved city.

Dear Protestors: Demonstrations and expressing your opinions and speaking your mind

freely against the Islamic Center is your right , but to construct an Islamic Center

Supported and permitted by law is also our right.The court ruled on the legality of the

place, what is your argument then? Rest assured that if September 11 never took place this

center would have taken the same sequential route to be built. If you want to know who

stood behind this mass murder you need to ask the brightest minds, Scientists, Engineers

and Professors at our universities in America not the Politicians who will dictate to you

their version of the story. Dear friends, when Jesus Christ was given up by the Jews to the

romans and allegedly crucified, the Jewish population was not punished then and they are

definitely not punished now by not allowing them building synagogues and temples. Those

who oppose this center is punishing 1.5 billion Muslims. Muslims believe that Every human

being is responsible for his/her actions. This is the spirit of Islamic faith, which we are

calling for

From my prospective those who are trying to criticize the center are trying to make

divisions in the very fiber of our societies [to] weaken America. Muslims will not allow them

to undermine our solidarity. Finally, we New Yorkers must work together in order to

preserve our City which is inspired by all religions

Thanks
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